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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
60 Years Of Indian Democracy

60 years of Indian Democracy
Getting matured from infancy
Our democracy the emblem of sovereignty
Freedom, equality and fundamental rights
It does guarantee
In the world of autocracy
Or the rule of aristocracy
India is a land of diversity
Unity in plurality
Indian democracy survived and revived
Many other failed and perished
The sustenance of Indian democracy
Lies in handling issues with delicacy
Collaboration and consensus building
The social and pluralistic thinking
Rule by people, for the people
Through the representatives of people
Our democracy got matured
In news it get featured
People are now more participating
Great future we are anticipating
Long live our democracy
We will foil any conspiracy
Against the sovereignty of the nation
Unity and integrity of Great nation

{This was written after celebrating and commemorating the 60 years of Indian Democracy this year.}
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
A Bank For You

There is a bank
With valuable cash
Not dollar or pound
With pleasing sound
 Everywhere it is found
It is time, people say
24 hours of the day
Every Morning
86,400 seconds is credited
Every night
The amount is debited
Leaving no balance
At each morning
The account is re-credited
With same amount
It is you who should know
How to count
And make prudent investment
So that you can reap a dividend
You will have deficit
If you miss to use the credit
You don't have to wait in row
There's no drawing against tomorrow
So live in present
Accept the present
Try to always invest
And reap the best
Interest from the credit
You and only you can make it

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
A Girl

I saw a girl
With hair curl
She is slim like cucumber
Her cheeks are like tomatoes
Her figure is like a lady's finger
Her teeth are like pomegranate
Her eyes are like pea-nuts
Her face is like a water-melon
Her beauty is full of similes
From the green vegetables

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
A Good Man

An ugly man curses mirror
Really it is the man's nature
To see in his feature
Among the best of all
Even after so many a pitfall
It is a man
Who see and scan
The fault of others
Even though his fault is major
He will his from other
Really it man's nature
To dream of bright future
Neglect gloomy past
Every man has a dark side
Like a bright beautiful moon
And he wants to hide
Hide from others
Friends and brothers
No one is complete
Everyone must
Try his best
To be perfect
And leave the rest
For God to decide
Really it is the struggle
That brings perfection
Little by little
Life is name of action
It is quality not quantity
That enriches humanity

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
A Great Time To Sahara Time

Between magazine and newspaper
That has balance proper
And can stand the test of time
It is noting and none
But our Sahara time
Read it regularly for year one
Among the weeklies aweekly
Which speaks not truth
But whole truth
It is the Sahara Time
Which give values to Indian values
To great heritages, little clues
To make life sublime
It teaches value of time
I wish it a great time
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A Man Is A Man

A man is a man
He will always gaze and scan
Cute comely girl
Hair silky and curl
Well maintained figure
He will scan without miss
A beautiful lady or a miss
From head to foot
Cap, goggles and boot
Body built and structure
High middle stature
All her action
And her expression
Shashikant Nishant Sharma 'Sahil'
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
A Prayer

O God
Bless me
With heavenly bliss
I am your child
Wandering in wild
Guide me
Caress me
With you loving kiss
O my Father
I am clayey
Having no shape and form
It's my plea
Mould me
In the best possible form
With best of qualities
That can transform
A beast into man
And a man into human
Shashikant Nishant Sharma '?????'
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
A Prayer-2

God, shower on us, we plea
Thy blessing we don't see
Give us happiness
For sharing with others
Impart some greatness
For helping weaker
Considering all as brothers
Give us some power
That we can help other
Become the leg for those
Who can't walk
Become the voice and raise
Raise voice for those
Who can't talk
God make us bold
So that we can hold
Trembling hand of old
Shower on us, we plea
Thy blessings we don't see
Shashikant Nishant Sharma

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
A Ride On Bus In Delhi

The true nature of urban life
Full of love and strife
At one place you can feel the both
Saying the truth, taking an oath
Travelling in the bus
You will feel the joy and fuss
Life full of hustle and bustle
In the bus, you do get tussle
When you get a seat
You sit and smile
You feel the treat
Life looks simple
And surely worthwhile
When you don't get a seat
You feel the heat
Bus gets overloaded
And often crowded
Making your journey miserable
Running fast to keep pace
Use the AC bus advisable
And feel the openness of space
Urban life is not easy
Everyone is a bit busy
With friends, children and wife
The true nature of urban life
A ride on Bus in Delhi
Demonstrated it clearly

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
{Written on 11 May 2012 while travelling in a crowded Delhi Transport Corporation (DTC) green bus and then opted to jump in to the Red AC bus to get respite.}

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
A Short Love Story

Started with meetings and greetings
Talked a lot in few sublime seatings
When I asked her name
She told very soon
My name is moon
I asked what do you want and why
She told me with a shy, sky
My dream is to fly so high
When I asked when you will meet next
She remained silent and later text
During the dawn of Doomsday
I thought and pondered all day
She had told with eyes filled of tear
I asked from what you fear my dear
She expressed the consequences of love
I thought she must have experienced love
Wanted to know who hurt her feeling
The last question shattered my dreaming
I enquired her whom do you hate
She responded without any late
It's you and only you
Go out of my life and view
The love story ended in few days
I am penning it in a mood of craze

{Poem written during stay Patna, Bihar in the December of 2003}

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
A Soldier

His last breath went long
he was singing a song
And one after another
He faced a number of bullets
Across the border
He was brave, he had guts
He died on border
After a fierce fight
During that night
He was a brave son of mother
A true son of mother India
He died for India

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
A Tribute To Mothers

Greatest gift of nature
To human creature
Mother, mother and mother
She is the first teacher
Teaching you since you were a babbler
She understood you better than the best
Did every little things in your interest
Loving, caressing touch of a mother
During your waking and slumber
Forgetting your every misdeed
Giving you advice when you need
Her true love is unfathomable indeed
Answering all your queries, paying heed
The safest place is the lap of a mother
Your real resort for all weather
Mother is mother no poor or rich
She does whatever is in her reach
For your happiness and growth
Changing your bad habit like old cloth
Teaching you best manners and conduct
To make you best nature's product
This poem is a tribute to mothers
Read, enjoy and spread the message
O my friends, reader and dear brothers
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{The poem written on Mothers day on 13 May 2012 while roaming in Delhi with an old friend the ideas gathered and now its before you to read and review.}

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Aim In Life

Everyone in this world
Young and old
Rich or poor
For sure
To succeed in life
Must have a aim in life
For
A man without any fixed purpose
Serves no use
And it's like a ship without radar
Drifting here and there
Near and far
At the mercy of the winds
Lives life and life ends
Powerless to control its course
Philosophy of life without a discourse
A person having no aim in life
Break down at little strife of life
Aim is something which to guide your actions
Regulate your conduct and reactions
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Archeologist: Best Option

Archeologist: someone whose career lies in ruins
From deep earth to Egyptian sands
Archaeologists are the best husbands
Any woman can desire
The older she gets, the more he does admire
He will find new meaning to act
With caution he will react
Check you out with caution
Handle you with due dedication

{This was written after a random thinking on archeologists while travelling alone in bus in Delhi.}
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Arise Awake And Keep Walking

Arise awake and keep walking
Unless and until you reach your destination
Strive to excel from morning to evening
Nothing is beyond your determination
Journey of life is so exciting
A bit of inspiration and a lot of perspiration
Path is full of thunders and lightening
Relish on your accomplishment
Reading, writing and thinking
Success in achieved, segment by segment
Develop the power of listening
To the inner voice of enlightenment
Arise awake and keep walking
Unless and until you reach your destination
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
At the moment
Have delight
In everything you do
Please, please
Don't make excuse
Don't say
It's night
Wait for the day
But do
At this moment
You know
Time never comes
It's we who go
How can I show?
Time is imaginary
Time is futility
But only activity is reality
You are alive
At the moment
Enjoy every event
Don't repent
For what you did in past
But do aright
At the present
Do in the best way
If you can do
Here and now
Don't ask how
You know it well
Just start
And it will get accomplished
Your art and ability will get polished
Everyone must heed
We are born in the world
And constantly growing old
We will leave behind
Not silver and gold
But some sweet memories
Or a little miseries
A list of deeds  
Done and undone  
Done badly or done well  
And this will judge our lives  
Your deed may be  
Like a little straw  
Floating on the surface of sea  
What we call world  
Your deed may be solid as stone  
And having a weight of ton  
But it may dive deep  
If not kept at right place  
On Earth's surface  
The deeds done  
For the needy people  
For the poorest of poor  
Will determine you true value  
So pay heed my brother, pay heed  
Do things right  
At right moment  
With all your might  
And enjoy a life of delight

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Be Dynamic To Achieve Goal

Be dynamic
Don’t get panic
Learn the lesson
Be dynamic
And adopt what I mention
Be farsighted
Speak aloud
Be always alert
Laugh from the core of your heart
This is an art
Learn it
If you want name and fame
Call a man by his name
Be friendly
Praise liberally
Have best of ideas
Read face with eyes
Be humane
Have patience
Do selfless service
It will make you great
Believe me
I can see
You are fortunate
If you adopt
And put them in action
Believe me
You can achieve your ambition
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Bear A Sweet Smile

Have a wonderful style
Whenever you go for awhile
Have a sweet smile
On your lovely face
Take it as an advice
From your friend ‘Sahil’
Living a happy life
A task uphill
We have to climb
Your sweet smile
Can turn a foe into friend
Enmity will end
Friendship will start
Be wise and smart
Keep rolling the ball of love
Like a lovely dove
With a sweet smile
You can greet all
And greet with smile without fall
Young and old
People of the world
With this very smile
In a short while
You can change a man’s life
Nullify strife
Cover journey of mile
With your sweet smile

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Beat The Heat

This is summer season
There is no reason
Why we are sweating
In room., we are sitting
To beat the heat
We are drinking treat
Pepsi, coke, limca and 7-Up
TO keep heat down
We are drinking fruit juice
And eating water-melon slice
Cold like ice
We are feeling warmer
To beat the heat
Using air conditioner and cooler
Avoiding eggs and meat
Eating fresh vegetable
To keep ourselves comfortable
To avoid heat unbearable
We are unable
Really, this is summer
Warmer than ever
I am feeling so
Don't you feel too!

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Beauty Of A Woman

The beauty of a woman lies in her silence
Rather than her speech
The beauty of a woman lies in her patience
Rather than her inquisitiveness outreach
The beauty of a woman lies in her experience
Rather than her age
The beauty of a woman lies in her veil for awhile
Rather than her face
The beauty of a woman lies in her submission
Rather that her dominance
The beauty of a woman lies in her smile
Rather than her laughter
The beauty of a woman lies in her abode
Rather than her adventure
The beauty of a woman lies in her offspring
Rather than herself ever
The beauty of a woman lies in her heart's spring
Rather than in skin cover
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Best Friend

Hear me my dear
Stay with me, I am here
I will multiply your happiness
And divide your sadness
Don't shed a tear
Have no fear
You are a friend forever
I will leave you never
Together we will enjoy
Your presence gives me joy
I'll be with you till end
End of the journey
Like a true wind
I will guide you
When there is none in view
I will be there
Like a search light
Giving delight
To the sailor of the life
In the ocean of struggle

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Books: Treasure Of Knowledge

Book the treasure of knowledge
Solemn oath and beautiful pledge
Source of humours and wisdom
Gift from God's kingdom
Ideas in black and white
Many writers' write
Colourful stories
Penned cherishable memories
The best of human faculty
Books contain the best novelty
Of the great minds of the world
Many new and many old
Shining like silver and gold
Many stories untold
Books are world in itself
They are of great help
Those who wish to learn more
Broaden the outlook, thinking pure
Benefits of books are many
They relieve your grief
And make you brainy
Provide you a sense of relief
From hustle and bustle of life
Best companion, better than wife
It gives you daily delight
And never resort to fight

{A poem written on books as I am a great fond books and I regularly read books and this poems is dedicated to books, my best companion.}
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Brave Sons Of The Nation

Brave sons of the nation
Be always in action
Make promises not to forget
The proud past
We are not late
We will dominate
One day this world
Only be leader
In your respective fields
We will be world leader
In all field of human endeavor
India will shine brightly
Do your work brilliantly
You are the proud son
Sons of Mother India
You and only you can
Do wonder one day
I know it
You believe it
Dream today
Tomorrow you will lay
Lay the foundation of great India
Ever shining India
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Brother And Only Brother

Do you know
Brother and only brother
The best of friends
And the worst of enemies
I know it better
After father and mother
There is no other
Who care and bother
About your worry
And help you in hurry
If there is any
Among relations many
It is brother and only brother
In my life
I can say in brief
They sweetened my life
Which was bitter
Unpromising and unbearable
They made it enjoyable
Far more better
I am proud of my brothers
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Budha Purnima: The Super Moon

Today the moon is bright
In the sky a great sight
Very very soon in the night
Enjoy the sight with full delight
It's one of the celestial phenomena
Widely known as Budh Purnima
After the name of Great Gautam Budha
The great zen master of the world
Whose words were more valuable than gold
Today the moon becomes brighter
For it approaches more closer
The moon appears a bit bigger
The special full moon is called super moon
Enjoy the moonlight in the season of monsoon
From the busy life, take some time
Enjoy the look of moon in its prime
Celebrate the Budha Purnima
Enjoy the heavenly phenomena
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
O butterfly, butterfly
Teach us to fly
We want to reach the sky
Touch the milky moon
And play with stars
O butterfly, butterfly
Teach us how and why
You are so beautiful
We want to beautify
Ourselves like you
And attract attention of all
O butterfly, butterfly
Tell us the way
In which we may
Make ourselves colourful
And we may be playful
We want to be cheerful
O butterfly, butterfly
Tell us the secrets
Of your beauty
Unveil the mystery
How do you fly
We want to fly
Like you beautiful butterfly
O butterfly, butterfly

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Chilling Wind In Summer Night

Nature is most mysterious of its kind
In the summer night, chilling wind
I waked and walked on the terrace
Of the SPA Hostel, a place
Where I usually walk during morning
During the early morning
Or better say late night
I see the sight in the sky
Above so high
Wind is blowing
Incessantly with air gushing
Through the tiny pores of shirt
Touching the tender heart
The wind is chilling but
It doesn’t hurt
For it is relief from summer heat
Summer and no more sweating
The weather is of high rating
Change in the moon of nature
The changing nature of the nature
A few hours ago it had rained for a while
The wind was not so strong and agile
Adding to the chill few rain drops fall
Intermittent drizzling occurs
During this late hours
Surrounded by dimming light
Chilling wind in summer night

{Written on 17 April, 2012 during my stay at School of Planning and Architecture hostel at New Delhi from a real experience of nature's bounty}

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Chilling Wind Of Winter Morning

Sleeping late and rising early
Time and schedule and changed surely
Chilling wind of winter morning
Has changed everything
Sleeping early and rising late
Cold waves has changed fate
Rising at the instant of alarm
It had been my habit of past
For part few weeks at least
Everything is blurred in the mist
Morning fog delays train and bus
By noon, there is rush
Rush everywhere, in public place
Old are waiting for sun to bask
No time to finish the sending task
Can't write a long poem, you understand
The chilling wind is stunning my hand
Few weeks more to go
And we will enjoy
Arrival of Spring
When weather will change
With the change of season
Birds will start to sing
And flowers will bloom
Men will get freed from room
Closed rooms, to avoid chilling winter
Clad in heavy clothes and sweater
# Shashikant Nishant Sharma

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Chilling Wind Of Winter Morning-2

Sleeping late and rising early
Time and schedule and changed surely
Chilling wind of winter morning
Has changed everything
Sleeping early and rising late
Cold waves has changed fate
Rising at the instant of alarm
It had been my habit of past
For part few weeks at least
Everything is blurred in the mist
Morning fog delays train and bus
By noon, there is rush
Rush everywhere, in public place
Old are waiting for sun to bask
No time to finish the sending task
Can't write a long poem, you understand
The chilling wind is stunning my hand
Few weeks more to go
And we will enjoy
Arrival of Spring
When weather will change
With the change of season
Birds will start to sing
And flowers will bloom
Men will get freed from room
Closed rooms, to avoid chilling winter
Clad in heavy clothes and sweater
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Come, Come Closer To Me Before I Die

Nothing, nothing that I wanted in this life
Full of cares, worries, hurries and strife
A change came in me, when I saw you
When you came here near my view
Then suddenly my heart stated uttering
O my darling, my heart is beating
For you I am waiting
I love you, don't you love me?
Is there anyone in your life or only me?
No one can love more than I can
If you don't believe me
Then you are free to leave me
But you can understand and scan
To love you I am the only man
There are many men in the world
But it's me who value you more than gold
With you I am ready to bear Death's sting
O my darling my heart is beating
For you I am waiting
Come, come in my life
Like a dropp of water in thirsty man's mouth
Forget every differences and divide of north and south
Cross every border and boundary line
Come and have a bottle of wine
In the stary, romantic, moonlit night
By the earliest possible flight
Double my happiness and delight
Come, come before the end of night
We will enjoy hearty talking
O my darling, my heart is beating
For you I am waiting
Don't make any excuse or tell a lie
Come, come closer to me before I die
Nothing, nothing that I wanted in this life
Full of cares, worries, hurries and strife
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Comely Cute Girl

Want a comely cute girl
Precious like pearl
Fair skinned milky
Body soft slim and silky
Cheeks pink and rosy
Smiling face and cozy
I want to write my love story
That will be history
History of love mystery
I do know dreams never come true
But shouldn't we look through
To find someone
Someone who is in our dream
Or the girl next door
Just try and try
Don't wait and cry
There is someone for everyone
Shashikant Nishant Sharma '?????'

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Computer- Servant Who Works At Instant

Computer, a modern device
More than a mere device
Capable of computing far beyond
Capacity of normal human brain
Computer don't learn but you can train
It to perform various tasks
Simple or complicated
It performs the tasks
Very dedicated
Garbage in garbage out
Obeys you without shout
It adds to your imagination
Helps in beautiful creation
Designed to design for your design
Gives output in symbol and sign
Audio and visual at usual
Servant so serious not casual
Obeys master in letters
It obeys without fretters
It turns tons of paper works
Into small floppies and disks
Nothing is without risks
When computer crash
Then there is data loss
Create a back-up data
or offline as you wish
Do it without a miss
You can’t blame anyone
No chance of blame game
On your colleague, you can play
Handle safe and it will play
The role of most obedient servant
Works for you in an instant
It reduced office space
Enhance the man's pace
For performing office works
It works, works and works
Until you shut it down
It works whole day dark to dawn
Like a little pawn
Remains in your hand
And at your command

{Wrote during Summer intern at Jamial Millia Islamia Consultancy, New Delhi in the Month of June, 2011}

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Conflict Of Interests

When you strive for the best
There's bound to arise conflict of interest
It arises when there is benefit pecuniary
To upheld your position
It sometimes become necessary
To handle carefully any relation
Conflict may arise at personal level
When you desire upheaval
To grow and sustain
Level high, you want to maintain
It is not restricted to you only
It involves your family
In the age of increasing consumerism
People are prone to nepotism
How can you remain silent
When you are to perform
Beyond your expertise
Breaking code of conduct and norm
You are asked by your client
Your moral values speak volume
Use the power of dissent
Or silently you do consent
Man can perform multiple function
Then arises conflict of profession
In the age of material possession
And the worldly pleasure
Man is in look out for greener pasture
This lands him in trouble
Conflict of interest like bubble
Erupts on the surface of ethics
Fermented by the competitors and critics
Strive to be professional the best
Manage the conflicts of interest

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Crowd Of Clouds

In the blue sky
I saw clouds fly
And I saw
Many figures carved out
Some resembled elephant
Some resembled palaces
And some giant faces
Some were like hills
The cluster of many a cloud
Shining bright and thundering loud
With joys, it fills
And food for my imagination
And source of inspiration
For poet, painter and writer
Who sketches there figures
Who is this mysterious painter
Living in the abode of cloud
And hiding from the crowd
Of people on the Earth
Smiling with mirth
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{This poem was written on seeing beautiful clouds in the evening sky at my village at Sonepur, Saran (Bihar) .}

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Dearer Than Dear

Dearer than dear
O my dear
Make me bold
So that I can bear
The atrocities of the world
Without shedding tear
And uttering a word
Word of grief
Agony and pain
O my dear
Make me smile
So that sadness get disappeared
And there is happiness
All along mile and mile
On the path of life
Like a wife
Be a part of my life
O my dear
Come and see
And help me
When I am in despair
Show me the ray of hope
In me develop
Strengths and grit
So that I can face defeat
And take life easy
Make me busy
Leave no time for tear
Despair and fear
Make it clear
You are dearer than dear

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Defence Mechanism

Man is a clever creature
Devise new means of defence
Develop habits and change nature
To protect self, he creates fence
Some of the tricks, let's mention
Postponing the consequences cleverly
Acting out and making mockery
Trivializing the matters
With peers he chatters
Diverting attention
Through creative expression
Making the matter sublime
Making painting, writing rhyme
Man is same throughout all seasons
Creates and manifests reasons
Compares with example
To make life simple
With boss he murmurs
With peers he humours
Adopting a method of denial
Avoiding reality, giving fantasy a trial
Making the situation look normal
Distorting the facts and making more informal
Dissociation from the issues and isolation
Creating a world of his own imagination
Making excuses and giving rationalization
Using suppression to dispel emotion
Comforting self with positive anticipation
Creating new identification for expression
Blaming others for negative projection
There are many to use and to explore
Sailing oneself from the sea of anxiety
To the shore of comfort and gaiety
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
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Defining Love

Love is a flower
Smiling for ever
It blossoms in among thorns
It is brittle like popcorns
And stronger than stone
Love is love
It is unfathomable ocean
Insurmountable Mountain
It is noblest of noble passion
If life is a mission
Then love is its destination
It is a fact not exaltation
Don't believe me, just feel it
Close your eyes and feel it
Shashikant Nishant Sharma 'Sahil'
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Design A Design To Redesign A Design

When we talk about design
Or think about design
Then we design
Our thought to present our design
And the design is something which is designed
To serve a design
I first encountered the word design
When I saw designs long ago;
Probably during the first class of painting
When the thought go melting
In standard first or second
But the real concept of design got designed
During our studios exercise on design
Design is a pervasive in design concept
It is something which helps precept
Many students during the first few days
The concept is a mere haze
And you need training to look through it
The thoughts get kindled and lit
Of studio they wonder what is design
And why this design don't get aligned
With the design of the faculty
Rather they say it's faulty
They keep on telling improve your design
Or redesign the design to suit the design
They have designed in their mind.
I sometimes feel that design is a good concept
To make us to think more before drawing lines to design
And this helps in later parts of the life
When you get to know about the intellectual property right
And the laws governing the copyright
Our Guru Google and friend copy-paste
Has made our life so simple and devoid of taste
That even for design we don't bother to design
Our thought to evolve a unique design
A design that can design your destiny
In internal and external design jury is bad to design
If you can't design out the essence of my small note on design
I think the design of my thoughts on design
Can help you in designing a better design
You might have heard that faculty say that Mr X design is good
Or Mr Y’s design better that Mr Z’s design
But I feel that design is design
It is your design outlook that decide the design in design
Simple or complex design is design
Design is like dream which keeps on changing every other night
A true and successful designer must be a good dreamer
Only then he can keep evolving the design
To suit the changing interest in design
Like dreams which are involuntary design is also
Design should be self-explanatory
And for you good and satisfactory
And Last but not least I would say design your design
Not for the sake of design
But for design that will design the destiny
Of human settlements very large or tiny

{Written in 2012 by the poet for a friend Sitanshu Raj for his upcoming project of literary collection of the perception of Design}

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Determination For Success

Nothing is impossible if you wish
Every hurdle can be moved if you push
There are opportunities, don't miss
You already know there's big rush
If you don't move somebody will crush
March ahead with enthusiasm afresh
What you need is true dedication
A ton of zeal and strong determination
The world is not static, it's in motion
It will move ahead with you
Or without you, do you view?
Great mission is accomplished
Noble target is achieved
Only when desire meets determination
Determination is the sole determinant
Which defines the final resultant
Winner or loser among many a contestant
Determination is not variable, it's constant
Luck is variable which may change at instant
Difference between success and failure is determination
When physical strength exhaust
And you still keep moving
Then be sure almost
It's nothing
But you determination

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Dignity Of Labour

If work were so pleasant
The rich of the world would had been peasant
If laboring yielded gold
Then donkey would had been called
The best of animal kingdom
Thinking is random
But hope it will spark your thinking
And help you in linking
The miseries of the world
It is not due to lack of labour
But due to dint of some clever
Benefits are reaped by few
Few among us, unwilling to share
And not ready to care
For poor for sure
What do you think is the cure?

{This was written after a random thinking on the plight of the poor and economic system of the world.}
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Diwali: Festival Of Light

Festival of light
Beautiful sweet sight
Fills us with delight
Do you know it?
It's Dewali
A festival to celebrate the victory
Victory of good over evil
God over Devil
Let's celebrate Diwali
A festival so holy
With this pledge
We will fight evil
Throughout our age
And support good
So long as we are in the world
And we are man
We will do best what we can
Let's share love and delight
On this festival of light

Shashikant Nishant Sharma 'Sahil'  
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Do It For Better Life

identify yourself
Modify your manners
Nullify your desire of self
Rectify your conduct
Certify your character
Amplify your happiness
electrify your actions
Beautify your surroundings
Glorify your life
Purify your mind and soul
Satisfy your thirst for knowledge
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Dream Dream And Dream

Dream Dream and Dream
Make your conducts soft like cream
Live your life in the best way
Before it melts away
Like a sweet icecream
Dream Dream and Dream
Make your way through forest
And never take a rest
Without wasting a moment
Keep clear your intent
Unless you achieve ambition
Reach to your destination
Like free flowing stream
Dream Dream and Dream
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Dream Dream Dream

Dream dream dream
And dream until dream come true
Life is nothing but dreams
Some accomplished, some unfinished
Some dreams are trifle, some cherished

You are nothing but a result of dreams
Dreams, dreams and nothing but dreams
A dream of someone
Or a dream of your own

Dream is not what you dream while asleep
Dream is what that don't let you sleep
You live for dream
And you die for dream
Your unattained desires are dreams
What you all desire are dreams

You can't accomplished unless you dream
What you accomplished was a dream
The law of attraction and power of passion
All say dream, dream and dream

{Published in Annual Magazine of NOSPLAN- Organisation of the Students of Planning in January, 2012 by the same poet.}
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Dream Is Catalyst To Success

Students are the roots of the nation
They are the future of the nation
Today they are tender
Cultivate in them virtues great
Before it is too late
Make them stronger
For they will shoulder
Responsibilities
Responsibilities big and small
On them will depend the rise or down-fall
The great nation in building
India shining
Be in action today, overcome distress
March ahead on the path of progress
Fill yourself with enthusiasm up to brim
Dream, dream and dream
For dream is the catalyst to success
And success results in progress
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Dress Is Not A Provocation

Stop giving prescription
Defining the dress code
Dress is not a provocation
Rape happen in open and in abode
Tribal women are raped
Metropolitan girls are raped
Well clad women is raped
Semi-naked metro girls are raped
Rape knows no boundaries
Rape has been occurring for centuries
Extreme form of violence
Uncivilized mode of expressing dominance
Men will be men, how long brother
Superiority of one over other
Human is the master of their own fate
Change yourself or it will be late
Make the relationship based on love and affection
Avoid undue rivalry and confrontation
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Dress Is Not A Provocation - 2

Stop giving prescription
Defining the dress code
Dress is not a provocation
Rape happen in open and in abode
Tribal women are raped
Metropolitan girls are raped
Well clad women is raped
Semi-naked metro girls are raped
Rape knows no boundaries
Rape has been occurring for centuries
Extreme form of violence
Uncivilized mode of expressing dominace
Men will be men, how long brother
Superiority of one over other
Human is the master of their own fate
Change yourself or it will be late
Make the relationship based on love and affection
Avoid undue rivalry and confrontation
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Driving On Highway

I feel the blowing cold breeze
While driving on road and bridge
I see myriad of miracles happening
Many things so beautiful and lovely
I can't find you my dear but everything
Driving fast and sometimes driving slowly
I do remember, 'Dear, you can come late'
Pray to God that you never meet a bad fate
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In the month of June
I was in tune
I was having a look
On the scattered book
Books at a retail stall
To find a nice book
Among them all
I found Economic and Political Weekly
I picked it quickly
Glanced at the pages
Scanned the news
And then I instantly bought it
To home I brought it
It interested all
Full of sensible news analysis
Thesis and anti-thesis
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Emotional Induction

With emotional induction
Started bio-chemical reaction
Driving slow and deep
In the ocean of pleasure
You rest with me in sleep
The moments of fun and pleasure
Drinking wine and climbing alpine
You face glows and does shine
Starting in a mood of inaction
You turned me in rapid action
Burning the fire of desire
Ready to attack, no ceasefire
Enjoying whole night
Full of pleasure and delight
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Exam Versus Cricket

Exam is a cricket
You are a batter
Listen to it please
Annual exams are like test series
You have to score high run
Or you will forget every fun
Monthly test is one day international
It is a test called internal
Play the game of exam well
Or you will fail
Board exam is like World Cup
If you don’t do well
You will have to weep
Question paper is like an inning
Answer writing is like
For run running
Big questions are mind twister
Answering is like striking sixer
Short question are a little easier
Answering is like scoring four
Very short questions are loplypop
Make run to get on top
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Examination

Examination is game of number
Awakening after a deep slumber
A play of words for someone
A puzzle hard to crack to many a one
Set forth a benchmark
Set to guide your mark
The more the merrier
Helps in our career
Talent is not tested
And knowledge is wasted
Examination doesn't judge you
It do judges your output of an hour or two
On some selected matter
Examination is game of number
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Expression Of Love

I want to express
Express my love
The deep love
That I feel for you
To do this
I plucked a red rose
I want to offer you
But I fear
Really my dear
Fear not that you'll reject
But I fear
Someone may trample
Crash under foot
The beautiful tender flower
The innocent red rose
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Falling Girl: Helping Boys

A girl fell down from the 20th floor
A boy caught her on 15th floor
And asked her will u hug me?
She replied, of course, not
The boy dropped her and does see!
She was caught on the 10th floor
Again held by a boy, strong and firm
Asked for a favour to confirm
He asked her will u kiss me?
She replied no, at instant
He dropped her too and gave a glance
She prayed for a last chance
The luck favoured her
A boy held her on the 5th floor
She immediately said
Getting cunning and clever
She tried to tell a lie
Ok I will hug u and kiss u
The boy dropped her
Saying this you bad girl better die
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Falling Leaves

Falling leaves
Drying of twigs
Turning green trees
Into standing still alone
Like dead hanging skeleton
Bed of dead leaves
Creating manure for supplant
For future plant
For the tender sampling
Waiting for rain
To set alive again
We can learn
Learn from them
Art of survival
The mode of revival
Shedding up off
Unnecessary burden
Making both ends meet
With little of resource
To join the marching fleet
Taking rest at source
To serve future
Follow the rule of nature
Learn from other's lives
Like falling leaves
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Fdi In Retail Sector

Policy planners are discussing
Media men debating
People are thinking
Writers are inking
FDI in retail
Will it succeed or fail?
Politicians are politicians
They are champions
In putting the word
Before the world
In the way they like
Voicing against on the mike
Walking out of the House
Playing the game of hide and seek
Like Tom and Jerry, the mouse
Ensuring win in the Parliament
And trying to defeat on the street
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Fdi In Retail Sector-2

Policy planners are discussing
Media men debating
People are thinking
Writers are inking
FDI in retail
Will it succeed or fail?
Politicians are politicians
They are champions
In putting the word
Before the world
In the way they like
Voicing against on the mike
Walking out of the House
Playing the game of hide and seek
Like Tom and Jerry, the mouse
Ensuring win in the Parliament
And trying to defeat on the street
...
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Fight With Delight

Stopping the fight
Wish to hold you tight
Set everything right
Stay near my sight
You are my true delight
Whole day and Night
Don't let happiness get blighted
Keep the candle of love lighted
Hold you close not by might
But love so pure and bright
Setting new love's height
Be my queen and me your knight
Only love should rule the relation
Live life with love, passion and emotion
Be frank and upright
For you a poem I write
Remembering your love bite
Being quiet and polite
Your presence does excite
Your lovely eyes do invite
Not to sleep tonight
Fight but fight with delight
Turning off the light
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First Experience Of Love

Sun is shining
In sun, everything is burning
Uncomfortable we are feeling
Cold drinks are no more chilling
But suddenly
We saw the miracle heavenly
Sky got overcast with cloud
Wind's whispering turned aloud
And in the sky
Leaves began to fly
To enjoy the weather
To feel far better
We stepped out of room
Went on the roof
The fresh air refreshed the mood
In this transition phase
Of our age
From loving childhood
To enjoyable adulthood
Heart turns poetic
And mood romantic
Not very far
But few meters away
In the month of May
Not in the night
In the heavenly flight
But in the afternoon
I saw my moon
She is fair cute girl
With eyes and face lit with smile
Precious like pearl
I saw her in style
This is the first time
That I can remember
A girl so cute and nice
Trying to entice
Me, a boy so shy
Who seeing a girl
Began to curl
And hurriedly fly
Away from her sight
Thinking it right
But today
I dared to stay
Not only I stayed
But also I looked
Eye to eye
And talked through heart
She has so nice face
And enchanting smile
I got lost for a while
She was well figured
And nicely structured
What to say of her eyes!
Oh no! she went away
Waving hand in style
Bidding good bye!
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Freedom Does Mean

Freedom doesn't mean
You are free to do anything
But it does mean
You can do anything
In your own fashion
Provided your action
Doesn't lead to reaction
Doesn't encroach others right
Freedom doesn't give you right
Right to use you might
To do what you think is right
Freedom seeks from you
You to be just in your action
Unprejudiced in your view
Freedom gives opportunity
To capitalise your ability
Freedom does demand responsibility
From you
To take freedom in right sense
And don't do non-sense
And become a nuisance
To your society
To your community
To your country
Freedom does mean
You are not mean
It seeks from you
Respect others right
Without duty no right
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Friendship: In Rhythm Of Life

In rhythm of life
Full of many strife
We find ourselves out of tune
From momentary sorrow and pain
No man is immune
Friend is like umbrella in the rain
The music of nature is in best
In the company of friends when you rest
Enjoy the life like a little parody
Friends are here to provide melody
Hold true friend with both your hands
You will feel the bliss of nature in sea and sands
Don't let go as true friend
For relations may start and end
Remember my dear, O my dear
A true friend sees the first tear
Catches the second... and stops the third
Stands with you situation may be absurd
A friend multiplies happiness and divides sorrow
A deep friend is like colourful rainbow
When the perfect amount of happiness and tears r mixed
All differences big or small is then fixed
And results in a colorful bridge between two hearts
A new renovated and rejuvenated journey starts
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Funny Instances

Let me tell
Some funny instances
Happens by chances
A fine is a tax for doing wrong
A tax is a fine for doing well
What the hell
In laws are haunted
Outlaws are wanted
There are two kinds of people
Who don't say much
Those who are quiet
And those who talk a lot

{Written after a random thinking while travelling alone in bus in Delhi.}
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Good Deeds Leads You To Succeed

This World is a double edged knife
And we have only one life
Enjoy it, Live it well
In good company do dwell
Always do good deeds
Sow in yourself character's seeds
Cultivate mind with manure of thought
For ages, the experiences brought
Feed your life with good deeds
So that there is no place for weeds
To harm, that oft leads
The decay of character's seeds
The one who wants to succeed
He must always heed
And must seek
The good qualities
And not the quantities
A wise man can only pleads
But you have to pay heed
What are you needs?
Then decide what to do
And what not to do
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Green Leaves, Yellow Leaves

Green leaves, yellow leaves
On these trees
There are leaves and only leaves
They never miss a chance
With air they dance
In the rain they dance
Thrilling is their romance
They sing with cuckoo
And give music too
How lovely are leaves
When they fall from trees
Even then they don't cry
With air they fly
How nice are leaves
How sweet is their heart
They sing a song
Even when they get hurt
Or something goes wrong
Be always happy
Learn from these leaves
Green leaves, yellow leaves
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Group Dynamics (Inspired By And Dedicated To Tuckman)

Let's look at the physics
Of group dynamics
Inviting friends, peers and the rest
Starts the process of forming
Group of people with common interest
All speak and none hear
Want to make own point clear
This is the process of storming
Succeeded by social norming
To resolve issues increasing
And stop further worsening
Then comes the turn of performing
Group gets stabilized
And members obliged
Agrees on common term
Ready to perform
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Holi: Festival Of Colours

Holi has come, Holi has come
O dear friend and my chum
Come to my home
Or I am coming to your home
To smear your face
Forgetting every difference
With coulours blue and red
With love and affection
That will never fade
And will be in action
The memories of childhood
The jolliest of the jolly mood
Enjoy this festival
With colours and ‘gula’
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How Can Nation Stay United When Vision Get Divided

Divided we fall and united we stand
But who is ready to understand
Nations perish and states fall
Some call it cultural degeneration
Some call it political innovation
For power and politics, some fight
Some claim it as their birthright
When leaders adopt divided vision
They create social and physical division
For reasons known and unknown
Nothing more, but longing for crown
Some stubborn leaders burn smolders
Smolders of differences between brothers
Reasons for partition can be put aside
But when vision divide nation divide
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How To Succeed

How to succeed
Refurbish your personality
Frame familiarity
Cultivate punctuality
Modify your quality
Define your goal
Stick to it heart and soul
Refine your language
And be on the winning edge
Develop the sense of dedication
Strive to achieve your ambition
Dear friends, please pay heed
This is how we can succeed

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
How To Write Good Poetry?

We put pen to paper
Before penning down
On paper white and brown
We think
Then we ink
We consider
Every bit though smaller
Through critic eye so bigger
Start with emotion
Small in proportion
Filter with understanding
Improve by thinking
Then rewrite
Write the poem right
Enjoy poetry with delight
Pen down day and night
To learn skill to write
Write in a better way
Listen to what critic say
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I Love India

I love India
My soul is for India
My life is for India
I live for India
I will die for India
I am Indian first
I am Indian last
I will try my best
To be worthy son of India
I will do my best
In all my endeavours
And strive for excellence
To better serve India
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I saw a little boy
Playing without toy
He was merry and gay
In ecstasy, I can say
Undisturbed by worldly affairs
He assumed no airs
He played in dust
Almost lost in lust
Lust of playful pleasure
Enjoying time of leisure
Boy was very naughty
Feared not to get dirty
Enjoyed playing with sand
Taking sand in hand
Making and breaking
Structures of imagination
Throwing sand on his head and shoulders
Like a bravest of brave soldiers
He was playing in the sun
With unlimited fun
From here to there
There to here
Hither and thither
He skipped and jumped
With joy he popped
I saw him one day
But, he in my memory, stay
As a evergreen pleasure
And flashes when in leisure

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
I Want To See

I want to see
Only and only you
Be in my view
Before my eyes
Come closer to me
Like fire flies
Come soon
Like shining moon
Show me your face
Don't keep me in mess
Come soon like moon
Before my eyes
In the sky
Sky of my dream
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Imran- Hey Man...!

Imran, a guy South Indian
And yet you will fail to feel it
Knows three four languages
Speaks with equal ease
North Indian in outlook
No specular assent in tone
Unlike a south Indian
When he does speak
Bright student of his school
Choose to be very cool
He has special calibre
Intelligent, bright and clever
Found unhappy never
First in my life
A met a guy after whom
Gals run and wanna die
No any form of alcoholic addiction
Still you will feel workaholic
On seeing him working

All feel that he is cute
Gals say he is sweet
I have seen him with many a gal
Staying with his as a close pal
I know him better than he knows it
Openly would dare not to say it

A bit of selfish
Not to hurt you
I do wish
But still
I will say this
A bit of selfishness
Necessary for greatness
Unless you you work for self
None can help
To achieve ambition
You need a bit of inspiration
And a lot of perspiration
Filled with vigor and vitality
One of his quality
Generous in nature
A tender heart creature
Helps in need
A true friend indeed

Childish in nature
Childlike in behaviour
To many he is dear
Tries a new girl every year
On seeing this write up
He will surely call
And utter at most
Hey man what you have written
delet the post
Or you will get beaten
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In The Summer Sun

We are burning in the summer sun
In water sports, we are having fun
In the summer vacation
We are in action
Playing many games
And learning many gems
Needed to decorate
This short life
With love and friendship
Courtesy and relationship
Life is a fun
When with a friend
Life is a race and we run
When a foe is behind
Or fiends all around
Live life with happiness abound
This month is June
We are burning in the summer sun
In water sports, we are having fun
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Independence Day Of India

Today is Independence Day
We are happy and gay
Today we remember great souls
Who sacrificed their lives for soil
Who fought for freedom
And attained martyrdom
It is time to cherish
The compassion and passion
For mother India
And march ahead for noble mission
To keep country safe and secure
Make our hearts pure
And for sure
And it's time to understand
And steadily stand
Against the foreign forces
And internal disturbances
We are Indian first and last
No matter what is our caste and creed
Faith and breed
Service to nation comes first
Arise awake and stay steadfast
Be on the forefront and not behind
Once again say 'Jai Hind'
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India

We love our India
We like India
India is like a dream
Flowing like stream
Without any stop
Always on the top
Of the world
With sons brave and bold
Ready to sacrifice
Not only silver and gold
But also their lives
From time immemorial
Guru of spirituality
Emblem of reality
Place of fraternity
National integrity
We are great sons of India
We are proud of India
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Indian Soldier

I want to be a soldier
Serve my nation
Make her braver and stronger
I want to live and die for her
In her feet
I will be ready to lay life
So that the country may rise
Reach new height
And live longer
Among the lions
Who rule
I know it
India is brave like tiger
And has no fear
I want to be a soldier
And see my country as leader
In this old
As she was in Old
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International Women Day

Today is women's day...
So many posts do say
Why one day's dedication
Or celebration?
If you can do
Be the change
You want to see
Don't listen to me
But do think
What do you think?
Really thinking?
I won't say anything
I won't guide you
You have to pave your own way
Way forward
Think and I won't say
Happy Women's Day!
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Introspection

The best means for self help
Inner peace and growth of self
Introspection, its introspection
Looking to self to find reason
Liberating the self from prison
Prison of Selfishness
The mess of ideas and nothing less
There is always a safe way
Mould your ideas, mind is like clay
Create an idol of your choice
Listen to your deep inner voice
Imagination has great power
The great feat is done in an hour
Keep away from counter accusation
Listen to elders and peers suggestion
Think before you react
Act in the true spirit of act
When the intention is pure
You can be sure
Of the subsequent consequences
Avoid before it become offences
Introspection is an art
To learn you must start
Introspection is also science
The science of conscience
For introspection, you don't need silence
But a mind ready to look through lens
The lens of reason and unbiased thinking
Looking from others perspective and weighing
The acts and deeds you accomplish
Introspect results before you finish
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It's Better To Forget All

It's better to forget all
Than to recall
And become sad
Feel something bad
And turn yourself mad
If you only had
The things that lost
Time which in now ghost
The girl whom you loved most
The friends you considered best
And turned to be worst
In time of need
And loneliness indeed
Then, it's better to forget all
Than to recall
And spoil your happiness
Embitter your sweetness
The incidents that occurred
The losses you concurred
The moment which is no more
When your friend dived in sea
You remained on shore
Only to witness and see
He came back never
Got lost forever
It is better to forget all
And never recall
Unpalatable incidents
Unutterable accidents
That saddens our heart
Quarrel and strife
That hurt heart
And make the life unhappy
Things so cheap and crappy
The setback and downfall
It is better to forget all
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Judge Of Justice (Why This Poverty)

With all my wisdom
The poor bow his head
Even in your kingdom
I do acknowledge
Before cruel hand of strength
There is no regards for knowledge
Many a time
I have seen
The poor being disregarded
And badly humiliated
Is this the justice awarded?
You the judge of justice
They have nothing
Only grief as wealth
Tears roll down their cheeks
They sleep hungry for weeks
O judge of justice
Why is this injustice
What was poor's foul
Of the tactless soul
Why you sent them to world
Full of men cruel and bold
Where without strength
Poor have to mew
You showered wealth
In the houses of few
By your great grace
Many are enjoying health
It's your presence
That flower give fragrance
Then why you deprived them
Of good health and ample wealth
Why embittered their life
Shrouded their soul with grief
O judge of justice
Why you did injustice
Shashikant Nishant Sharma '??????'
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Knowledge

Knowledge is not what you put down
On paper white and brown
Knowledge should lead to wisdom
Take you from hell to God's Kingdom
Turn your vice into virtue
Practice makes perfect, its true
Knowledge should get reflected in you
Need no one's but your own review
Knowledge is a ladder for life
A ship to sail you out of strife
Knowledge in not what you learn by rote
Knowledge is something more than you thought
Knowledge is knowledge
You keep learning from school to college
And yet feel empty of thought
When your opinion is sought
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Learn From Others

Smile like flowers
Be gentle like teachers
Be loving like mothers
Be caring like fathers
Be playful like sisters
be friend like brothers
Be merry like rivers
Don't be in hurry like drivers
Face difficulty like bulldozers
Mix with others like colours
Be loving like lovers
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Lessons From Cooking Food

From childhood to adulthood
I learnt many things by cooking food
Attained the real manhood
Learnt many things so good
The realities of life
How to make life wonderful
Cooking the food
Taught me all
After a countless fail
How to succeed
Life is like a fruit
Tastes sour when unripe
And sweet when ripe
Life is a recipe
You can make it good
Or very bad
As spices adds flavour
So do variety in life
Add right quantity of salt
Spices and other ingredients
And you will get a good dish
Well-cooked tasty fish
In life too
You have to woo
Live life well balanced
Don't take a halt
Add the flavour of love
Sympathy and romance
Don't miss the chance
Dance at the tune of moment
Enjoy every moment
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Lessons From The Life Of Flowers

Come near and let's think together
The lessons from the life of flower
It is a source of beauty and joy
Children, young and old, all enjoy
Spreading the smell all over
In the park and in the forest, everywhere
No any form of discrimination
Sharing the love and affection
Life of flower is short
Enjoy whatever be the cohort
Smiling in the morning
In the noon, drowsing
Getting refreshed by evening
Every moment of life is for others
Learn to serve dear brothers
Life of a lovely flower
Serving honeybees, butterflies and many other
Touch is so soft and soothing
And effect is so fathoming
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{The poem written during a morning walk in the park on 13 May 2012 at in Delhi.}

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Levels Of Sub-Consciousness

There is three level of human endeavour
The first one is labour
Your natural and social duty
Second level is thinking purity
And thinking about the meaning
And the third one is the essence
Devotion to the divine presence
We can think of facts
Keeping essence in tact
In another way, the statement made already
First stage is the serving the need of body
Mundane need and necessity
The second one is intellectual's sanctity
The third one is the heart
How you treat others
When they love and hurt
Think of it, O my brothers

{This poem was inspired by the discourse of Osho the Great Zen Master on 13 May 2012}
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Liberty Or Naxalism

When virtues become vice
Divide and rule become device
When relations don't matter
When chatting turns into clatter
When the rule of land is misused
People become unwilling to mend
When rich become unkind
And poor are left behind
When rich enjoy luxury
And poverty is made mockery
When the bounty of nature is not shared
In dealings and actions poor less cared
When voice turns into silence
Subdued by power and dominace
Poor express their desire
Not through voice but gunfire
The poor now no longer plead
Bullets make them bold and they lead
Revolution for their right
Marching ahead, waging a fight
System that creates perpetual poverty
You may call revolution or their liberty
You are free, free citizen of a nation
Free to sense or reject the notion

{Written on understanding the issues and problems of the Naxalism in Indian states primarily dominated by the tribal people of people with low per capita income. The poem tries to trace out the root cause of the rising Naxalism or Maoism.}
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Life Is A Mystery

Life is unresolved mystery
It is human history
Life is full of sorrow and joy
Life is God's toy
He plays with it
Think over it, dear friends
Life is a mystery is ends
Before you understand it
Enjoy every moments
Without thinking of events
Just live the life as it is
Without bothering over it
Life is not counted by years
But by the moments
You lived and died for others
Dear friends and brothers
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Little Events And Moments

Little Events and Moments
Little creatures like ants
Teaches us more things
Collective responsibility
Hard work and activity
Utilisation of abilities
Strengthening of friendly ties
Like little ant
Little events of life
Are more important for life
They makes like worth living
Something more interesting
An hour of life
Full of events
Is worth a life
Of hundered years
Full of tears
Mourning moments
And sad laments
A second of happiness
Is more not less
Than an hour of sorrow
Choose if you may
A happy today
Than many a tomorrow
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How little things
Matters in life
You will recall
When life becomes
Full of many a strife
When you are lonely
And silence prevails
Then only
The moments of joys
Long forgotten
Get unveiled
Slowly
The old memories
Get revealed
Time spent
With children and friends for ever
With wife, beloved and lover
Little moments
Make life great
The moments of gratitude
And unyielding attitude
You remember
Your follies
Smile on some
Regret on other
On reaching altitude
And gaining aptitude
Little moments of life
Seem more important
Than all achievements
After travelling through plains
And valleys
Of the field of struggle
Life is full of battles
Some with values
Great and little
The moments long spent
Get surfaced like ripples
On the floor of ocean
The ocean of our lives
So deep and profound
Unexplored as it's abound
Little moments of life
Have more importance
Than years of existence

{This was written when thought over what makes life so enjoyable and how we skip them for no reasons but to reach the destination which is nowhere on this mundane Earth.}
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Lively Loving Logics For Life

Make peace with your past
That it doesn't spoil your present
What others think let them think
Pen your ideas on paper with ink
Let the knowledge in your heart sink
Everything has a strong link
Time heals almost everything
Forget sorrow start to sing
No one is the reason of your happiness
You yourself make it more or less
Don't compare your life with others
You have No idea what their Journeys
Remember it by dear brothers
Knowledge alone can quench your queries
Smile, you don't own all the Problems in the World
Manifest your thoughts some new and some old
Life is not bed of roses
But a path strewn with thorns
Take laughter as regular doses
Life is transient enjoy like popcorns
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Lonely

Thinking of you only
Walking on road so lonely
To many things to see
Nothing is there that makes me glee
Looking for you kept waking
With none but self, kept talking
Many things in view can't perceive
Thinking of you, how to achieve
Few moments of intimacy
Space for self and privacy
How can you forget me
You can't leave me alone like this
Standing shore and following sea
Life of sorrow and dream of bliss
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Lonely For You Only

Thinking of you only
Walking on road so lonely
To many things to see
Nothing is there that makes me glee
Looking for you kept waking
With none but self, kept talking
Many things in view can't perceive
Thinking of you, how to achieve
Few moments of intimacy
Space for self and privacy
How can you forget me
You can't leave me alone like this
Standing shore and following sea
Life of sorrow and dream of bliss
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Loser And Winner

Who is loser, who is winner?
Do you know my brother?
A winner is a part of the answer
A loser is a part of problem
A winner has a programme
A loser has an excuse
A winner knows how he can excel
A loser knows how to escape to fail
A winner does plan and proceed
A winner always heeds
What are future prospects
A loser doesn't look ahead
Ahead of his subjects
Its depend on you
And your view
Which decide
Whether you are winner
Or a loser?
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Love And Friendship

Love is like a call
If you don't receive it
It will be missed call
Love is heavenly perceive it
I desire for you, it's a feeling of love
We walk together on beach
Nowhere to reach
Then it's good love
You do whatsoever to attain your love
Then it's a dedicated love
You do whatsoever to keep her happy
Change yourself to suit her
And you become the true lover
Friendship is like an SMS
All are welcome no any clash
Gives space to decides your fates
And until you open it, it waits
I say and you listen, it's a good Friendship
You say and I listen, it's a better Friendship
But I don't say and you understand
I feel lonely and besides me you stand
Then it is the best friendship
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Love Your Work

O my fellow mate
You have a wrong habit
You probably hate
Not you work
I know you are right
You keep asleep in dark
And rise with lark
You work and work
You surely hate
Hate your fellow mate
Who is surpassing you
In your envious view
In rank and position
Isn't it the situation?
You try hard
Do the best
To drag him back
On back track
Hinder his progress
But you don't try
Even the least
To go ahead
Of him and try best
To achieve success
In your own field
But you enter into crowd
And cry loud
To be heard
You make life
Sharp double edged knife
A battle field
Wage a war
In which none is winner
This is why you are thinner
In economic prosperity
And intellectual creativity
If I am not right
Then, good night!
Marriage Mystery

There was a man who said
I never knew what happiness was
Until I got married
And then it was too late
Before marriage,
A man yearns for the woman he loves
After marriage,
He earns for the women he loves
Maintain the social decorum
Marriage is social custom
Union of two soul
Sometimes by fair means
Often by foul
Decided by your means
Not by what you need
But decided by your creed

{This was written after thinking about the marriage and its allied benefits and harms.}
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Measure Of Success

A man's success is not measured
By how how high he has climbed
But it is measured
By seeing his ability
Quantity and quality
How how he bounces back
When he falls to bottom
We can't see the ever greenness
Of any tree
In the month of spring
Actually springs lack
The power to measure
The ever greenness of tree
In the month of autumn
It becomes clear
Which is evergreen
And which is not
Great is one
Who achieve greatness
On his own
Neither those who inherit greatness
Nor there who is thrust upon greatness
Self made man
Can stand the test of time
He can change time
He can leave footprints
On the sand of time
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Metro Girl

Style of talking
And way of stalking
In the life style
And on the face smile
Well nicely dressed
And semi-naked
Modern metro girls
Facial expression inviting
Dress and style provocating
Girls in jeans and t-shirt
Want to have relation short-cut
One night stand
Can you understand?
Friendship and no relationship
Relationship without feeling and emotion
Trend of the day
They do say
Shashikant Nishant Sharma 'Sahil'
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Mockery Of Ozone Depletion

Constituting committee
Fulfilling their duty
Seating in conference
Making statement, drawing inference
Giving deliberation
On ozone depletion
Experts do feel agony
On the harmful effects
OF ultraviolet rays
Global warming
Rising level of sea
But see the irony
All such conferences
And meetings
Held in air-conditioned hall
Main cause of CFC emission
Embedded in the wall
Giving sarcastic expression
Cooling inside
Warming and harming outside
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Money is Honey
Money money money
O my dear honey
Tinkering sound
Of Rupee, dollar and pound
The world ruled by capitalist
Made man more materialist
He toils day and night
To get the deceiving delight
Of the money and wealth
Risking spirit heavenly and health
Being clever and cunning
Man tries to find new meaning
In the material possession
Relish on wealth accumulation
Money is the medium not the means
To live life, why spilling beans
This is the irony
O my dear honey
Money, money and money

{This was written after a random thinking over the corrupting influence of money and how it has changed the meaning of life.}
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Morning is the best time
The time is so youthful and prime
For its charm and splendopur
Time to walk and ponder
See the beauty of nature
Awakening hour for every creature
The air is so refreshing
It's morning, it's morning
See the charm of rising sun
Watching trees and flowers is fun
Beauty is to see, not to touch
There is many to see and to feel so much
The nature is in best symphony of rhyme
Morning is the best time
Walking on the dew cladded glass
Walking through fields and temple you pass
Farmers visiting their fields
Toiling from dawn to dusk to increase yields
The morning air is so heeling
The cold breeze is so thrilling
Enjoy morning, No matter what the season
Staying in bed and missing, is there any reason
Throughout the year get-up in the morning
Get refreshed and forego yawning
Make a habit of early rising before chime
Enjoy it, morning is the best time
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My Country

Our country is a garden
And like lovely flowers
We are her children
We love each other
Like brother and sister
We have different name
But we are same
Like varied coloured flowers
We do add colours
To this lovely garden
Which we call India
The great glorious India
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My Family

I am never lonely
In my family
I love my mother
She is soft like butter
I like my father
He is bread-earner
And caring like a teacher
I play with my brother
Young and clever
I like my sister
She is a babbler
I love my family
Live life happily
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My Little World

Even as a boy
I never played with toy
My playground was a room
I played with pen
Pencil, paper and book
You can easily look
My pen was a hen
Which used to lay eggs
And left behind sign of legs
I sat and played on mat
Feared none but
Browny, towny cat
Which ran after rat
Seeing them
I couldn't utter a word
This was my little world
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My Marvelous Country

My marvelous country
Welcomes the entry
Of good gracious virtues
Of different cultures
Of different countries
Some new and some old
Some precious like gold
Some shining like silver
Some pure like water
My country India
Adopts the idea
From far and wide
From inside and outside
Before virtues, we bow
And withstand the blow
Blow of evil
And keeps herself still
Like a strong hill
Shashikant Nishant Sharma ‘Sahil’
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My Wall Clock

Love, love and Love
You are my love
I love your eyes
They are oceans of love
I love your smile
They are symbol of love
I love your cheeks
They are the fruit of love
I love your figure
The valley of love
I love your silky hairs
They are the chains of love
I love you
As you are an idol of love
Shashikant Nishant Sharma ‘Sahil’
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Mystery Of Alcohol

Alcohol is a perfect solvent
It dissolves marriages relations
Families and careers escalations
They say that alcohol kills slowly
So what? Who's in a hurry?
Alcohol and calculus don't mix
Never drink and derive at risk
Tobacco is injurious to health
Not for people with wealth

{This was written after reading a joke in the newspaper on alcohol.}
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While crossing a woods
I found countless birds
And innumerable animals
In merry mood
As they were celebrating festivals
With beautiful colours
And a variety of flowers
The birds sing song
And all plants thronged
To enjoy the songs
And see the dance
By some chance
The leaves were clapping
To cheer up the birds
In the woods
I thought and thought
And almost pondered
On this Earth
Everything living
Or non-living
An inherent quality
To communicate to us
And a way to express
Their merry and mirth
Something you need
To see and heed
And that is nothing
But the heart of a man
And an eye of a poet to scan
With tender heart
Feel the unfelt
In poetry spelt
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New Year

The year passed without any harms
The new year is opening its arms
To embrace us with calm
To keep us well and warm
New Year is nice
Really a good device
To draw more near
All near and dear
From far and near
New Year is the time
Special and prime
To make review
Of many or few
Actions we have done
The changes undergone
New year has come
It has brought home
The memories of the past
Which ran so fast
The moments of pleasure
And the time of leisure
Let's celebrate New Year
With all our near and dear
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News

We often hear about news
News is a form of information
To enhance our understanding
And not to confuse
All that is happening in the nation
And all over the world
The things that matter many
Or things that bearing
On the human being
Social, economic and political
Now the scope added, environmental
Sports and entertainment
Education and development
There is one mystery about the news
It fits into newspapers daily, doesn't it confuse
How's that possible?

{This was written after thinking about the mystery and characteristics of news.}
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Nothing Last For Ever

Nothing last for ever
O my dear
Be wise and clever
To make people hear
What is the matter?
Make it clear
Now and here
Ready to adhere
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O Beautiful Butterfly

Beautiful, beautiful
Purple, violet, red
Spotted and varied
Butterfly, butterfly
Little Rishu does say
Come and play
Butterfly, butterfly
Like you
I want to fly
Very, very high
And view
Beautiful flowers
And playing kids
Who oft skids
While running
Playing in the garden
O beautiful butterfly
Come and take me high
High above in the sky
O my sweet butterfly, butterfly
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{This poem was written on the children day on seeing my little nephew playing in the garden.}
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O Beautiful Lady

O beautiful eyed lady
With these beautiful eyes
For whom you are waiting
And at the way looking
Looking for your lover
The man will be fortunate
You are part of whose fate
You are so comely and so cute
You have grace
So charming face
God has molded you in the best way
On seeing you anybody will say
O beautiful lady
For who are you ready
Ready to accompany
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{This poem was written on seeing a beautiful lady at bus stop when I came to study at Patna.}
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O My Darling

O my darling
Understand my feeling
Come near
And call me dear
You are my heart
Let me flirt
Come nearer
Feel the touch
Touch of a manly hand
Besides me do stand
Don't miss the chance
Let's romance
On the tune of nature
Let's dance
Let two hearts become one
Make me special from someone
We are made for each other
Like bird and its feather
Like Ocean and water
Like strings of a guitar
Let's play of music
Music of two hearts
Let's feel the beauty
The beauty of eternal arts
Do love me
Love like your duty
Feel my heart with glee
Listen to untold plea
O my darling
Understand my feeling
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O My Grandmother

O my grandmother
Sweet like sugar
You are great
You taught me alphabet
How to write
With pen on paper white
You taught me later
How to do things right
You made me bold
To pronounce the word
You took me to school
You are so nice and cool
I played more
Learnt little
You used to wait
Sitting on the stool
Till my class ended
You cared me
Whenever I got wounded
You taught me every little thing
Like an experienced teacher
You guided me to learn
From the things of world
New and old
No one is far better
Than you
O my grandmother
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{This poem was written on remembering the time spent with grandmother when I came to study at Patna.}
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O My Mighty God

O my Mighty God
Come from heavenly abode
To pour love
On this earth
On this very Earth
Where man is turning into beast
And doing the worst
Without bothering the least
Instead of making heaven
We are doing things most uneven
Turning the world into hell
And they are succeeding without fail
Instill in us
Give our moral a push
So that we can rush
In the right direction
Take up the right action
To have compassion
To attain mission
Spread the message of peace
Not in small piece
But in whole
Teach the whole world
From young to old
The passion of love
Brotherhood and tolerance
With a bit of patience
O Almighty God
Make us feel your presence
Understand the essence
Of your existence
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O My Sweet Heart

O my sweet heart
Come soon, don't be late
You are my fate
You are my mate
You are my heartbeat
I can't live without you
You are my life
Tell me my dear
Without any fear
When will you become my wife
Without you I am incomplete
Be my other part
And make me complete
Come soon, don't be late
You are my heartbeat
Don't stop it
Come near
End distance
Love me dear
Erase difference
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Oh Rain Come AGAIN

Oh rain, oh rain, oh rain
Come again, come again
We are scorching in the summer
Come with sudden thunder
Don't just drizzle
Little and little
But come and pour
Plenty of water
The land is dry
Animals are making cry
Temperature crossed forty five
Bees are coming out of their hive
Without water land is hell
Plants have turned pale
Oh rain. Oh rain
Come again, come again
To turn landscape green
As it ever had been
Oh rain, por water
To make earth greener
More healthier and richer
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Oh Rain Never Come Back Again

Oh rain! Oh rain!
You delighted us
With little-little drizzle
But you continued
And came down
As cats and dogs
Poured water
Here and there
Caused flood
Our housed got wrecked
And many things got drowned
Oh rain! Oh rain!
You caused pain
You better go back again
And never come again
To cause ruins
And destroy cereals and grains
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Osho The Great

Osho the Great
Osho the Great he is called
High esteem he does command
Among millions of followers
Among great gurus and philosophers
A man so brilliant and clever
The humanity has witnessed ever
One could hardly imagine
A man existed without vice and sin
With his philosophy of life
He erased enmity and strife
He relieved the mankind
From scores of sufferings
Lived life so simple
To set an example
For people to adopt and adapt
He was worldly wise and heavenly apt
Created a new culture, a way of life in the world
Synthesizing invaluable and infallible ideas new and old
Osho the Great he is called...
Brought out the gold out of the coal of ignorance
With knowledge and intelligence not by any chance
To tap the untapped potential of mind
Through his discourses and teachings
One among the many preachers
He presented his thinking with rationality
He is best of the teachers
Understands the mind’s criticality
Presented great thoughts in simple stories
People enjoyed listening to him forgetting worries
A man who moved humanity with his rationality
Crossing the geographic and political nationality
A man who threatened a mighty nation
Not with force but due devotion
Shook the very base of governance and economics
His thoughts spread like epidemics
Transforming man from materialism to spirituality
Shedding the cladding of individuality
The oneness of thought and inherent emotion
Setting humanity in a new direction and motion
Greatest of the debater and thinker
He tried to transform and not tinker
The adulterated mentality of thinking about quantity
To thinking for reasons and the best of every quality
Spoke out what he thought being bold
Unfolding the mysteries of the world
Osho the Great he is called...

{Written in April, 2012 during my stay with Brajeshji, a stern follower of Osho and highly impressed by his due diligence to learn and adopt the teachings of Osho the Great. I have been privileged to have read and head his discourses}
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
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Our Political Leader

Our leaders are champions
Who make public fool
There's much cry and little wool
They are like chameleons
Who changes colours
Hours after hours
To get ballots cast in their favour
For them, we are voting
For whom, they are looting?
To get vote
They distribute note
Raise social divide
Tarnish our fate
By getting separated far and wide
In the name of shining India
What an Idea?
After getting elected
They often hide
We are made to play seek and hide
At the time of campaigning
They leave no stone unturned
To win our heart
And don't fail to make promises
To change our fate
Facelift of the towns and villages
They are doing it for ages
One promise, two promises
Oh no! too many promises
They often make
For the sake of vote
But to fulfill promises
One after another they forget
It's not late, it's not late
It's their statement
They keep on saying
'I will keep promises'
And comes the next poll
They often pop
In agenda, they keep on top
The idea of secularism
But to get elected
They seek vote in the name of religion
The idea of united India
And they seek vote in the name of region
They try to keep divided
People so closely bonded
In the name of casteism
In the name of communalism
They create animosity
By colouring community
In the colour of communalism
It's their idealism
They boast to fight terrorism
But who creates terror
And horror
At the time of polling
Are you listening?
No! I should stop writing
Before it's too late
Let's go and vote
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Our School

From rain and sun shielding
There is a grand building
It is our school
Situated beside a pool
It is always full
With we little fool
And teachers are very careful
With pomp and slendour
Our school is a wonder
We enjoy and make fun
From class to ground we run
Weather is cool
And we go to school
From our home
To play game
Sing hymn bell's chime
And learn rhyme
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Pace Of Development

Few years back
I used to have stack
Stack of post cards on my rack
Post cards of different design
Yellow coloured card
Some soft and hard
With stamp tickets of varied design
I used to send comments and reviews
To poets and authors
To friends and brothers
On reading their articles and views
Now the time has changed
And position exchanged
Using internet and email
Discarding the snail mail
It used to take a week long time
To see articles and poems published
Now post instantly in no time
Get published and wow!
By evening see hundred of comments
And readers reviews now
Really, what a race of development
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Passion And Profession: Beggary

When a man tried to give a 25 paisa coin to a beggar
The beggar refused to accept and said further
O sir, my mother and father
There is price hike everywhere
We accept one rupee coin or more
The man said louder
I can't give you more
The beggar said being impatient
Why are you standing?
And not understanding
Come and beg with me
I will pay you 50 paisa per client
Begging is immoral an illegal
The man tried to give counsel
The beggar replied with caution
Begging is my passion
Now it has become my profession
Thinking to expand my business
Cover more areas and make it larger
He uttered an offer
You join me, my brother
I will make you my branch manager
Of the new venture
The talk stops
Prevails a silence
He thought better to leave
Without letting anyone notice
Reality is far from our perception
Stop giving alms
Make a difference
Help if you can
Don't promote beggary
In the name of charity
This is the reality

{This was written after overhearing the conversation of the beggars and subsequent news of beggary as profession promoted by some gangs in Cities. Also a small documentary on Delhi Durdarshan channel showed how some greedy persons in beggary mutilated the limbs of small child to make them beggar. Since then I have not given any alms to any beggar.}
Patriotism

It is our passion
To render selfless service
It is our conscience
That makes us choose virtue
And discard the vice
Is is the music
That soothen our mind
It is a constant reminder
The glories of past, it does remind
It is the thread
That binds differences in singularity
It is the feeling of oneness
That knows no boundary
It is the morning breeze
That refreshes our mind
It is the cultural bridge
That connects different people we find
It is a word
With meaning same throughout the world
In all languages new or old
Valued more precious than gold
It is patriotism, it is patriotism
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Personality Improvement

Try following thing
Expanding the understanding
Tackle troubles tactfully
Have aim and object
Interest in our subject
Know good language
Strive for knowledge
Be sublime
Be straight like pine
Don't wait for luck
Run and jump to reach rank
Think and think
That you are perfect
Without any defect
Don't sit and wait
Stand and start
To reach your target
And be fortunate
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Poetry Is Poetry

Poetry is poetry
Fun for some
For some, a mystery
Poetry is an expression of heart
Poetry is a fine art
It can be learnt
But someone has said
It is an inborn talent
Poetry is an abridgement
The art of saying more
In few words for sure
Making a lasting impact
And carrying value at core
With intention so pure
Poetry may be imaginary
Well carved imagery
Or statement of fact
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Public Space For Half The Race

How safe is a space?
Safe for half the race
Right to equal opportunity
Life full of honor and dignity
Real question remain unanswered
Girls and women got warned
For centuries women remained confined
Within the boundaries of home
New limit got defined
Year after year, every time
Return home by evening
Freedom defined by time
Confinement enforced by crime
Safety and security of public space
Result of good governance
And proper duty of police
A dream yet unrealized
Impartial law and order
Execution without malice
Deterrent law enforcement
True commitment of government
Speedy trial and court martial
Wholehearted efforts not partial
Define your own space
With development, keep pace
Arise awake and run to win the race
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Rape, Rape And Rape

In news and media
Everywhere in India
You can hear of cases
Cases of rape in buses
In moving car
In suburban areas afar
In towns and villagesIn schools and colleges
No space, you can escapeYou will find cases of rape
Rape is a crime at parlance
Rape is the expression of men's dominance
Crime against the fair sex
Rape is the climax Discrimination starts from birth
Equality for women is a dream on Earth
There is no dearthDearth of domestic violence
Women are made to live in fence
Rarely they do anything in defence
But time is ripe for change
A change in system and thinking
In living and upbringing
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Real Happiness

Happiness lies in good health
Not in accumulation of wealth
Happiness lies in caring for others
Like dear friends and brothers
Happiness lies in sharing
Not in amassing
Happiness is the state of mind
Nowhere else you can find
Enjoy the moment, live the life
Settle score and end the strife
Happiness is the journey not destination
Happiness Is doing what is your fascination
Happiness is doing what you like
Sleeping, walking, running and riding a bike
Happiness will come near
When you will venture without fear
Render service that you can
Live a life that adorn a man
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Real Happiness-2

Happiness lies in good health
Not in accumulation of wealth
Happiness lies in caring for others
Like dear friends and brothers
Happiness lies in sharing
Not in amassing
Happiness is the state of mind
Nowhere else you can find
Enjoy the moment, live the life
Settle score and end the strife
Happiness is the journey not destination
Happiness Is doing what is your fascination
Happiness is doing what you like
Sleeping, walking, running and riding a bike
Happiness will come near
When you will venture without fear
Render service that you can
Live a life that adorn a man
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Recipe For Friendship

Hear is a recipe for friendship
From monotony take a leap
Go outside and play
You are special to me, say
And a bit of attachment
Pour affection and love
Take some enjoyment
Have patience
And a bit of tolerance
Avoid silence and talk
Go on a walk
Exchange ideas
Tell truth and neve lies
And at the day's end
You will get a new friend
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Recipe For Friendship-2

Take a cup of love
A pinch of tolerance
Add some enjoyment
Pour a glass of affection
And stir the solution
With spoon of action
Cook on the oven of interaction
And after a time
And you will your recipe
Well cooked and ripe
On testing the taste
You will find the best
Best of the all
That is friendship
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Republic Day Of India

Let's celebrate Republic Day
With pomp and splendour
With brothers and sisters
But never forget
To remember
Remember the Freedom struggle
Remember the sacrifices of soldiers
The great freedom fighters
Remember the sacrifices of leaders
The great sons of the soil
Who died for the country
Fighting together
To attain freedom
Let's pay homage from heart's bottom
To the great dedicated sons
Who laid their lives into flame
Without name and fame
For the mother land
Joining hand in hand
With fellow citizens
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Reservation In Promotion

India is a republic
Known by the public
People have the supreme power
Our Constitution does empower
Our elected representatives one and all
Rule on the behalf of the people
Run the governmental administration
Make laws and legislation
To ensure smooth functioning of economy
To ensure society from any anomaly
To ensure social justice and equality
To nurture love, respect and fraternity
To uplift the backward
To bring them forward
We devised reservation system
Based on caste system
I found boundary line diluting
After coming from rural to urban area
Perceived and became part of India shining
Without knowing caste and creed, with all dining
I found people asking not caste
But category, yes the categories
Created by the reservation system
The spirit of equality and social justice got sidelined
Instead of making progressive India
New social order got defined
The rich among the so called reserved categories
Enjoy the benefit of the reservation
The poor are still poor in poverty
The real benefit is not ensured
Aren’t we sustaining an unfair practice?
In the name of equality and social justice
How will an office perform well
When his juniors will take charge of him
To do this and do that he will tell
In spite of poor performance
Lower knowledge and experience
The reserved categories will get placed higher
How this will ensure performance better
The system of fair practice
Selection based on qualification will fail
The reservation in promotion is a bad item
Wrapped in beautiful packet
An infectious racket
This will usher in the revival of spoil system
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India is a republic
Known by the public
People have the supreme power
Our Constitution does empower
Our elected representatives one and all
Rule on the behalf of the people
Run the governmental administration
Make laws and legislation
To ensure smooth functioning of economy
To ensure society from any anomaly
To ensure social justice and equality
To nurture love, respect and fraternity
To uplift the backward
To bring them forward
We devised reservation system
Based on caste system
I found boundary line diluting
After coming from rural to urban area
Perceived and became part of India shining
Without knowing caste and creed, with all dining
I found people asking not caste
But category, yes the categories
Created by the reservation system
The spirit of equality and social justice got sidelined
Instead of making progressive India
New social order got defined
The rich among the so called reserved categories
Enjoy the benefit of the reservation
The poor are still poor in poverty
The real benefit is not ensured
Aren’t we sustaining an unfair practice?
In the name of equality and social justice
How will an office perform well
When his juniors will take charge of him
To do this and do that he will tell
In spite of poor performance
Lower knowledge and experience
The reserved categories will get placed higher
How this will ensure performance better
The system of fair practice
Selection based on qualification will fail
The reservation in promotion is a bad item
Wrapped in beautiful packet
An infectious racket
This will usher in the revival of spoil system
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Reservation In Promotion-3

India is a republic
Known by the public
People have the supreme power
Our Constitution does empower
Our elected representatives one and all
Rule on the behalf of the people
Run the governmental administration
Make laws and legislation
To ensure smooth functioning of economy
To ensure society from any anomaly
To ensure social justice and equality
To nurture love, respect and fraternity
To uplift the backward
To bring them forward
We devised reservation system
Based on caste system
I found boundary line diluting
After coming from rural to urban area
Perceived and became part of India shining
Without knowing caste and creed, with all dining
I found people asking not caste
But category, yes the categories
Created by the reservation system
The spirit of equality and social justice got sidelined
Instead of making progressive India
New social order got defined
The rich among the so called reserved categories
Enjoy the benefit of the reservation
The poor are still poor in poverty
The real benefit is not ensured
Aren't we sustaining an unfair practice?
In the name of equality and social justice
How will an office perform well
When his juniors will take charge of him
To do this and do that he will tell
In spite of poor performance
Lower knowledge and experience
The reserved categories will get placed higher
How this will ensure performance better
The system of fair practice
Selection based on qualification will fail
The reservation in promotion is a bad item
Wrapped in beautiful packet
An infectious racket
This will usher in the revival of spoil system
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Right To Education

India had a glorious past
And shining India present
In future, we will rule the roost
Provided we boost
Our educational system
And promote merit based system
Provide the needy, needed stipend
Increase the budged we spend
On education and research
Upgrade the infrastructure of college
Make the learning environment cool
The opportunity of learning and knowledge in school
Teachers and professors should be highly paid
So that the best brains come for teaching
And eliminate the need of coaching
Make uniform the system of schooling
Ensure fair process in dealing
In the name of preserving culture
Don't let worsen the tribal's future
Everyone should have share in progress
Freedom of speech and press
Weapon of learned and educated
Not for section of society alienated
From the progressive educational system
In the name of primitive culture and social system
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Right To Education-2

India had a glorious past
And shining India present
In future, we will rule the roost
Provided we boost
Our educational system
And promote merit based system
Provide the needy, needed stipend
Increase the budged we spend
On education and research
Upgrade the infrastructure of college
Make the learning environment cool
The opportunity of learning and knowledge in school
Teachers and professors should be highly paid
So that the best brains come for teaching
And eliminate the need of coaching
Make uniform the system of schooling
Ensure fair process in dealing
In the name of preserving culture
Don't let worsen the tribal's future
Everyone should have share in progress
Freedom of speech and press
Weapon of learned and educated
Not for section of society alienated
From the progressive educational system
In the name of primitive culture and social system
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Sacrifices Of Brave Sons Of India

The sacrifices of the brave sons will never go in vain
Their blood is still flowing in our blood vein
They fought to free India
We are fighting to save India
They fought against imperialism
We are fighting against communalism
Casteism, linguism and regionalism
No country is ever free
It has to keep fighting to keep free
Free from various evils
External and internal
National and international
We have to grow like sturdy oaks
Fight terrorism like rocks
Take oath and pledge together
We will make India better
Greater, greater and greater
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See What Dad Is Mad About?

One day my dad
To me, said
O my son
See and scan
To get worldly pleasure

I am mad
But it is very bad
Even after gaining in great measure
I am surely sad
I have lost all pleasure
When I was a child
My son like you
I was so mild
But you can see now
I have turned stern
Always seeking to earn
I learn and learn
And trick one another
But O my son
See and scan
I want to be better
Wealthier and richer
But after gaining wealth
I have lost my health
Health of character
Wealth of moral
That once protected like coral
When I was a child
I was very good
Now I have grown old
And become so bad
I have lost the art
How to laugh from the core of heart
I have lost the treasure of laughter
How can I be better
O my son
See and scan
When I was a child
I was pure like gold
Simple and good
Fearless and bold
Life was full of simplicity
But now I have turned old
I feel as if I have sold
Treasure of childhood
And see what I've earned
A life full of complexity
No time to enjoy
Like a little school boy
Now life is full of formality
But in reality
There is nothing
Like reading the eyes
Feeling sympathy
And seeing the core of heart
O my son
If you can
Teach me if you can
Teach me how to laugh
And how to be in merry-mood
I want to unlearn
All the tricks and artificiality
I want to be natural
I want to be happy
As I used to be in childhood
Take me away from the woods
Woods of the needs
And unhealthy deeds
O my son if you can
See and scan
Be a model man
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See Wonders Enjoy Wonders

My dear brothers
Imagine wonders
And you must remember
You yourself is a wonder
‘You can do wonders
Only pay heed my brothers
Today you dream wonders
And tomorrow you can do wonders
You only remember
Nothing get done instantly
You have to try constantly
And it requires endeavor
Undiminishing untiring labour
You need to be hearty
First you feel thirsty
And then you drink water
Similarly my brother
Man feels the need
And he sows the seed
Seed of imagination
In the fertile soil of mind
This leads to action
Which result in invention
Modification and innovation
So my dear brothers
Dream and imagine wonders
And then you can do wonders
Make thunders in the sky of humanity
Thrashing away the vanity
Working with humility
You can make wonders in the world
Do it when you are young
Before you get old
And you enthusiasm get cold
Dream and imagination is the bond
Which binds the efforts and innovation
Precursor of any human action
Seeing The Moon

Seeing the moon
I see you, my sweet heart
And wish to meet you soon
I wait and wait
Morning to noon
Looking towards gate
While at breakfast
I play with plate and spoon
Without you food is tasteless
Life has become a mess
I eat little, drink little
Think more and more
How and when to meet you
See you before my view
I wish to meet you soon
And see my lovely moon
My sweet heart
Don't be late
Come soon
Come soon....
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Socialism And Pluralism

When power rules
The pot of vice is fills
And might becomes right
When money is valued more than man
When man don't get what he can
Poor get fooled
And sometime culled
Toiling day and night
For someone else delight
Living a life of plight
Seeing the sight
Bothering not slight
The spark of revolution get light
Setting emotions in motion
Signalling an era of evolution
If the system doesn't change
For the benefits that they exchange
The system fails without fail
Its a theory not a tale
Then right becomes might
And begins a fight
Fight for right
For own delight
Share the benefits of society
Between weak and mighty
Might is not always right
When someone is ready to face
With due diligence and delight
When the anger surface
Then no other options but to flight
Giving way to socialism
Democracy and pluralism
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Success

When dreams meet dedication
When knowledge meets imagination
When discipline meets direction
When knowledge is put in action
When practice leads to perfection
When failure fails to stop you
When dream becomes apparent like view
When the hard work is done in due direction
When you are ready for perspiration
When there is true inspiration
When you do well without hoping for its fruit
When you learn and understand from the root
When learning becomes fun and habit
When you acquire more and more merit
When resolution turns into reality
When preparation meets opportunity
Then
And only then
Success becomes inevitable
Success becomes achievable
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Success After Failure

To plan if you fail
You are planning to fail
If you can't excel with talent
Triumph with effort
Don't ever lament
For past
Be prepared for the present
Success is the sum of small efforts
Repeated day in and day out
Not judged by number of times you fail
But number of times you succeed
Reached new height after every fall
Failure is opportunity to begin again
With better prepared mind and brain
Make up your mind and desire
Success is not a result of combustion
You must set yourself on fire
The fire of discipline and dedication
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Success: A Perception

Success lies in being happy
After losing the game
Success lies in giving credit
And taking the blame
Success lies in doing good
Without thinking for name and fame
Success lies in winning friends
Sharing goods and claim
Success lies in the fair means
Not in anyhow achieving the aim
Success lies in team spirit
Making efforts jointly for the same
Success lies in enjoying the journey
Not in reaching the hall of fame
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Success: A Perception-2

Success lies in being happy
After losing the game
Success lies in giving credit
And taking the blame
Success lies in doing good
Without thinking for name and fame
Success lies in winning friends
Sharing goods and claim
Success lies in the fair means
Not in anyhow achieving the aim
Success lies in team spirit
Making efforts jointly for the same
Success lies in enjoying the journey
Not in reaching the hall of fame
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Success: A Perception-3

Success lies in being happy
After losing the game
Success lies in giving credit
And taking the blame
Success lies in doing good
Without thinking for name and fame
Success lies in winning friends
Sharing goods and claim
Success lies in the fair means
Not in anyhow achieving the aim
Success lies in team spirit
Making efforts jointly for the same
Success lies in enjoying the journey
Not in reaching the hall of fame
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Success-1

When dreams meet dedication
When knowledge meets imagination
When discipline meets direction
When knowledge is put in action
When practice leads to perfection
When failure fails to stop you
When dream becomes apparent like view
When the hard work is done in due direction
When you are ready for perspiration
When there is true inspiration
When you do well without hoping for its fruit
When you learn and understand from the root
When learning becomes fun and habit
When you acquire more and more merit
When resolution turns into reality
When preparation meets opportunity
Then
And only then
Success becomes inevitable
Success becomes achievable
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Sun- Source Of Energy

Sun, the source of energy
Ward off the lethargy
Fills vigor and vitality
Shining from eternity
Looking at the rising sun
The heart fills with fun
All things start to run
After the sunrise
Till the sunset
Sun, the source of inspiration
Works with perspiration
Sun shines to serve
All free of cost
So benevolent and liberal
Its consistency teaches us a lot
Always do your job without
Thinking for any return
Do your duty
Sun, a manifestation
Of nature's beauty
In full valor and glory
Keeps changing
From warmth to scorching heat
From dawn to eve
From season to season
Without asking for reason
Awake with the sun
Enjoy the nature's fun

{Written during a working walk during stay at Bhopal during my summer internship in year 2010.}
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Sweet Heart

O my sweet heart
You are so sweet
You are so cute
You know the art
To win the heart
Who is the man
Who can't become your fan
On seeing you
On talking with you
You have beauty
You have charm
On coming near you
I feel warm
Even in winter
Warmth of your presence
The love's essence
O my sweet heart
You are sweeter than sugar
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Sweet School

In our sweet schools
We turn intelligent from fools
The second form of God is Teacher
He is equal to father and mother
We turn happy from gloom
It is school where kids bloom
And spread the fragrance
Of love and knowledge
Cutting across all ages
In school we learn and play
We hear what our teachers say
We are merry and gay
With our friends
There is fun and fun
Without any end
Awake, stand and run
To reach the school
Where environment is cool
Shashikant Nishant Sharma ‘Sahil’
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Sweet Silence

Someone is the best friend of mine
She is my life's sunshine
She never leaves me alone
She is one, I can imagine
Deeper than ocean
Higher than mountain
She relieves me from pain
I enjoy her presence
She is my sweet silence
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Sweet Sixteen

Everything is haze
Life is a maze
We are in a phase
Marked by sweet dream
Loving like ice-cream
We are teens
Some say often
It's effect of sweet sixteen
Dreaming of girls
Mind precious pearl
Like an eager dove
Looking for love
Love is life's emblem
You, me, all shall claim
She is mine
Young, fresh and fine
Intoxicating like wine
Loving like poetry line
At the age of sixteen
Learn and experience friendship
The finest of relationship
Which divide adversity
And multiply prosperity
At the age of sixteen
We explore what does love mean
Love, love, everywhere love
Love poured from above
To bring hearts closer
And to take pleasure
Explore and enjoy
The joys of sweet sixteen
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Sweet Summer

What do you think is better
The sweet summer
Or icy chill winter?
When you catch cold
And feel very bad
Sweater and jacket having clad
Covering from foot to head
A thin boy becomes fat
And a fat one elephant
Isn't summer
Far more better?
When you don't have to clad
Too many clothes
A few clothes can do
But beware of 'loo'
You can sleep on the roof
In the open sky
And enjoy moon lit night
In the sky heavenly sight
In summer feel better
Enjoy rains clatter
On the roof, in the rain
Go to hill-station once again
Enjoy summer vacation
And a lot of fun-filled action
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Talent Hunt

Talent is the revealed ability
Transformation of potential into capacity
Talent is doing extra ordinary
Extra effort while doing things ordinary
Talent is expression of knowledge
Being on the winning edge
Talent is the art of making a difference
From things ordinary, bringing out brilliant inference
Talent is a form of possibility
The meeting of a person with opportunity
Talent is the realization of potential
Culmination of hard work and luck partial
Talent is 99 percent perspiration
Fueled by one percent aspiration
Talent is like glittering gold
Among the unpolished jewels new and old
Talent is present in every individual
But what matters is the efforts actual
Talent is a form of brilliance
It shines when preparation meets chance
Talent is performing the best
Without letting a moment go waste
Talent is doing well
More than what someone tell
Talent is recognizing potentials and abilities
Acquiring capabilities and using opportunities
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Talent Hunt-2

Talent is the revealed ability
Transformation of potential into capacity
Talent is doing extra ordinary
Extra effort while doing things ordinary
Talent is expression of knowledge
Being on the winning edge
Talent is the art of making a difference
From things ordinary, bringing out brilliant inference
Talent is a form of possibility
The meeting of a person with opportunity
Talent is the realization of potential
Culmination of hard work and luck partial
Talent is 99 percent perspiration
Fueled by one percent aspiration
Talent is like glittering gold
Among the unpolished jewels new and old
Talent is present in every individual
But what matters is the efforts actual
Talent is a form of brilliance
It shines when preparation meets chance
Talent is performing the best
Without letting a moment go waste
Talent is doing well
More than what someone tell
Talent is recognizing potentials and abilities
Acquiring capabilities and using opportunities
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Talent Hunt-3

Talent is the revealed ability
Transformation of potential into capacity
Talent is doing extra ordinary
Extra effort while doing things ordinary
Talent is expression of knowledge
Being on the winning edge
Talent is the art of making a difference
From things ordinary, bringing out brilliant inference
Talent is a form of possibility
The meeting of a person with opportunity
Talent is the realization of potential
Culmination of hard work and luck partial
Talent is 99 percent perspiration
Fueled by one percent aspiration
Talent is like glittering gold
Among the unpolished jewels new and old
Talent is present in every individual
But what matters is the efforts actual
Talent is a form of brilliance
It shines when preparation meets chance
Talent is performing the best
Without letting a moment go waste
Talent is doing well
More than what someone tell
Talent is recognizing potentials and abilities
Acquiring capabilities and using opportunities
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Teach Me: Lessons From Nature

O river teach me
How to continue journey
Without stopping and tiring
O clouds teach me
How to fly high
With mind so free and fair
Without any worry and care
O sun teach me
How to live life so disciplined
And serve all equally without biased
O water teach me
How to get mingle
With one and all
And sing jingle
In hilly areas and jungle
O moon teach me
How to remain cool
And wait patiently for happy days
Guide others on their ways
O trees teach me
How to bear sun and rain
And provide shade and shelter
Without any complain
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{This poem was written after reading some good poems in Hindi on similar topics. When you search for inspiration then nature will give best examples.}
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Teacher: Greater Than God

I love my teacher
He is loving like father
And caring like mother
He try to reveal in us the best
Of our qualities
Make us face world's realities
He is greater than the greatest
Man in the world
He can turn base metal
Into silver and gold
He is next to God
God is Creator
He is Moulder
God created clay
Teachers moulded it into idol
Beautiful with many diverse qualities
God gave life, you say
Then it is teacher
Who put a soul
In this living body
Believe it everybody
He is teacher
Who instills in us moral
Good manners and character
In us, to conquer future
He prepared us with feature
Needed for good living
Living for others
Living like brothers
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Teachers Are Teacher

One day I was sitting sad
I was feeling bad
Or you may say depressed
The problem I was in
I told to none
Neither I expressed
Then came my dad
To me he asked
How are you son?
Why are you silent
Won't you talk to dad
He came near
I couldn't control tears
A few drops trickled
On my cheeks
He wiped it and told
Don't take anything to heart
You didn't complete your home-works
Assignments and you got scolded
Teachers are teachers
They are not your enemy
They are good among many
They want you to be a good child
They handle every student with due care
Sometimes with praise
Sometimes with chide
With love to mould you
To cultivate good habits
To discourage bad habits
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Teachers Are Teachers

One day I was sitting sad
I was feeling bad
Or you may say depressed
The problem I was in
I told to none
Neither I expressed
Then came my dad
To me he asked
How are you son?
Why are you silent
Won't you talk to dad
He came near
I couldn't control tears
A few drops trickled
On my cheeks
He wiped it and told
Don't take anything to heart
You didn't complete your home-works
Assignments and you got scolded
Teachers are teachers
They are not your enemy
They are good among many
They want you to be a good child
They handle every students with due care
Sometimes with praise
Sometimes with chide
With love to mould you
To cultivate good habits
To discourage bad habits
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Teacher's Day

Everyone Remember
We celebrate Teacher's Day
On every 5th September
On this occasion 'Sahil' wishes
Happy Teachers Day!
To all my teachers
Who moulded us in the best way
And made us intelligent creatures
Who taught us morals
And protected us like corals
I convey my best regards
To all my teachers
Who are precious for me
Like rewards
Shashikant Nishant Sharma '?????'
{This poem was published on 5th September 2004 in Hidustan Times newspaper in Patna Edition.}
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Thank You

Thank you for hurting me and being careless with me
Thank you for lying to me and cheating on me
Thank you for making me believe you loved me.
Thank you for changing behind my back
Thank you for blaming me for your actions
Hiding your faults with great reactions
Thank you for everything you have put me through
It's only made me a stronger, saying it's true
So from the bottom of my heart thank you
For doing a great favour
And making me more clever
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The First Rain Of Monsoon

In the month of May
The Summer does sway
The first rain of Monsoon
The drizzling started very soon
The weather is so pleasing
In the evening
The breeze is blowing
the leaves are hovering
At the tender touch of rain drops
Rain is good for upcoming crops
The nature get rejuvenated
Spirit of living life elevated
Water in the form of rain
Never goes in vain
Whether India, England or Spain
People wish rain to come again
Pouring in the valleys, raining in the plain
The thirsty Earth values the rain
After the rain sky is clear
The shining leaves become dear
Listen to the music of nature
New melody of every creature
Flattering of the leaves together
Soft gargling sound of water
Enjoying the rain with pleasure
Writing poem on beauty of nature

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
{Written on 12 May, 2012 on experiencing the soft touch of first drizzle of the Monsoon in Delhi. The weather was unforgettable and moments cherishable.}
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The Hindu

The Hindu a daily
Published from Delhi
And other places of India
Popular and most read media
Name seems communal in nature
Published most rational feature
Covers wide ranging topics
Politics and Economics
Lifestyle and sports
News of every sorts
From every corner of the world
New in perception oldest of old
Covers nicely news
Which professionals use
Good coverage of events
Very rich in contents
Favourite for the students
Liked by many professionals
Published very good articles
Less number of advertisements
More number of contents
News is most authenticated
A good editorial team dedicated
Most interactive in nature
Publishes views, comments and feature
News selection is just and rational
News cover national and international
The Hindu a daily
Enjoy it almost daily

{Written and dedicated to The Hindu newspaper published in India which is very good for reading not watching(few people do watch and don't read) }
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The Mirror- True Reflection

Mirror, mirror, mirror
You are a source of horror
Reminder of the hour
You reflect what falls on you
Without any resent
Or seeking consent
You give response pure and true
You keep nothing back
Like a wise prophet
You remind us to be happy
Cheerful and content
The world is like you
It gives back what it receives
Amazing how it conceives
Learn from you
How to view
Without any prejudice
Virtue or vice
You taught world
Young and old
How to react
Act on some act

{Written during the Educational Site visit Trip to Kullu-Manali in September, 2011}
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Thesis Thesis And Thesis

Thesis thesis and thesis
Thinking about it
Whole day and night
Do that do this
The guide keeps on saying
Change the sheet
Tomorrow you meet
You need to improve a lot
A lot to do and what not
Thinking about the topic
Some get excited and some panic
The whole
A month gone
And nothing done
I do know this
Thesis, thesis and thesis
The drama started
'Thesis-Fever'
A few months ago
Remember remember
In the month of december
We were asked to submit
Three topics of our choice
The vacation started
A time to rejoice
Two weeks' time gone
And nothing done
Came the January
We were in hurry
Searching library
Reading books
Searching net
In night so late
To find something
That interest most
Got nothing but lost
In the maze of thought
What the hell
This semester brought
In few days
Penned something
So abstract and haze
Three topics of our choice
Listening to inner voice
Explored the interest
And topics matching best
On one sanitation
Another on participation
And the third one
Delhi's green belt
The search came to a halt
On few discussions
With faculty and friend
Started elaborations
On select topics
And finally dilemma came to an end
Got selected the topic
That came to mind second
The faculty do your best
And leave the rest
Time was for fun and frolic
Another week gone
And nothing much done
Next review came and gone
Discussing with guide and friend
Improved and improved
The layout and presentation
The data interpretation
Doing analysis
And testing hypothesis
Giving proposal at our disposal
Gone is the so colossal
Can't remember
How the semester came to an end
And now all happy friend
Time to rejoice and merry making
Time ahead is just rocking

{Written in the month of April, 2012 during the ending of last semester in which students have to complete a thesis on a topic on his/her choice at School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi}
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Time For Change

When everything goes wrong
When you hear the tune of sad song
When the cloud of sadness overshadow you
Nothing favourable comes in you view
You are forced to transverse the adverse path
And no one is there is walk with you
The loneliness of the path bewilders you
Then is the right time
The moment so prime
The tune of the life is ready for a change
You are ready to accept gift in exchange
The cloud of the sadness will burst
You will get the due love and lust
The loneliness will turn into crowd to applause you
The running train of life will pause for you
You will be one among many gifted
To a new platform, you will be lifted
The time of change comes in life
When you are surrounded by many a strife
The of change comes when defy the adversity
The change comes when you dream for prosperity
Be hopeful and rejoice the life
Be bold and encounter the strife
No matters what comes in your life
Dream for the best in your life

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Time For Change-2

When everything goes wrong
When you hear the tune of sad song
When the cloud of sadness overshadow you
Nothing favourable comes in you view
You are forced to transverse the adverse path
And no one is there is walk with you
The loneliness of the path bewilders you
Then is the right time
The moment so prime
The tune of the life is ready for a change
You are ready to accept gift in exchange
The cloud of the sadness will burst
You will get the due love and lust
The loneliness will turn into crowd to applause you
The running train of life will pause for you
You will be one among many gifted
To a new platform, you will be lifted
The time of change comes in life
When you are surrounded by many a strife
The of change comes when defy the adversity
The change comes when you dream for prosperity
Be hopeful and rejoice the life
Be bold and encounter the strife
No matters what comes in your life
Dream for the best in your life
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Time For Change-3

When everything goes wrong
When you hear the tune of sad song
When the cloud of sadness overshadow you
Nothing favourable comes in you view
You are forced to transverse the adverse path
And no one is there is walk with you
The loneliness of the path bewilders you
Then is the right time
The moment so prime
The tune of the life is ready for a change
You are ready to accept gift in exchange
The cloud of the sadness will burst
You will get the due love and lust
The loneliness will turn into crowd to applause you
The running train of life will pause for you
You will be one among many gifted
To a new platform, you will be lifted
The time of change comes in life
When you are surrounded by many a strife
The of change comes when defy the adversity
The change comes when you dream for prosperity
Be hopeful and rejoice the life
Be bold and encounter the strife
No matters what comes in your life
Dream for the best in your life
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Time Of Turbulence

Ideas keep on exchanging
And time keeps on changing
Like the seasons of the year
Like day and night, my dear
Time changes friends into foes
Soft Flowers become hard blows
When the words are misinterpreted
And ideas distorted wrongly represented
One thing I have learnt for sure
There is no cure to keep ideas pure
She loves you more than me
On the one hand she makes a plea
On the other hand she state something
That making you thinking
This need verification and rectification
For one idea can destroy the relation
I feel sorry, sorry for not what I did
But the little girl indeed
I feel the conspiracy against self
And find no way to get help
For I have more foes than friends
There has some who do pretends
Being fair and nice to all
Reach to you at your call
There is always a time of turbulence
And I do know there's no permanence
In the crowd you feel lonely
On the matter, you keep thinking only
For it doesn't matter her
But it does matter for me the matter
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Time Spent Is A Real Treasure

I love a girl
She is just like pearl
With hair silky and curl
She is my classmate
For her I am desperate
She is my heart
She is never late
She never misses the date
On time she does meet
We have hearty talk
And we enjoy the evening walk
Along the beach
Waddling on the ocean water
Playing with ocean currents
Singing with the tune of dancing currents
Diving in the ocean of love
The moments are cherishable
Collecting pebble
On the shore
And throwing in the ocean
Every little act gives pleasure
The time spent is a real treasure
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To Love Is Easy

To love is easy
But to express love is difficult
It is as if
To stand in wind
And then command
Command the wind
In a new direction
To love is fantasy
Really a real ecstasy
But to express love is reality
Before enjoying right
It is like accomplishing duty
To love is as if
Keeping yourself in motion
In the relation
But to express love is like
Putting imagination in action
In this world
Many love stories does end
For the want of boldness
Courage to express love
Your feelings and emotion
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To Succeed You Need A Plan

It's not just enough to want something
You got to ask yourself something
Like what I have to do
To achieve and get
Things that I want
Pay heed hey man
To succeed you need a plan
The problem is to bridge
The gap which does exist
Between
Where you are at present
And where
You want to reach
Scan your many a strength
Choose a right path
March ahead, march ahead
You won't get lost
On a straight road
With a little step
Start your journey
Make a definite plan
Step by step you should proceed
With this road map
Proceed without taking a nap
Unless and until
You reach your destination
And achieve your ambition

{This was poem written during examination and the future goals awaiting after the examination.}
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Today And Tomorrow

Today we are toddlers
Tomorrow we will be runners
Today we are followers of teachers
Tomorrow we will be leaders
Today we are kids
Often skid
Tomorrow we will be youth
Try to leap and jump
Make big stride in life
Put an end to social strife
Today we are babblers
Tomorrow we will be speakers
Today we are spectators
Tomorrow we will be players
Shashikant Nishant Sharma '?????'
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Tonight In Dream

Tonight I dreamt a dream
In dream I saw you
Your fair enchanting hue
Which attracted my view
In my sweet dream
In boat, I was sailing
Sailing downstream
And viewing nature
You were enjoying ice-cream
And I gazing at nature's creature
Fun was full up to brim
In, it we were taking pleasure
Enjoyment in the dream
Who can measure?
Life is like a stream
You are my treasure
You are soft like cream
Touching you is a pleasure
It's just a dream
Today is leisure
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True Friends

One who is with you till end
One who helps you in need
He is your friend indeed
One who fight for you
For you he plead
He expresses your virtues
Your weaknesses, he does hide
Whether he is with you or not
He will take your side
He does not desert you in distress
He relieves you from stress
In right direction, one who does lead
He is a true friend indeed
One who divides your stress
And does multiply your happiness
One who cultivates in you virtues's seed
He is for sure a friend indeed
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True Friends-2

One who is with you till end
One who helps you in need
He is your friend indeed
One who fight for you
For you he plead
He expresses your virtues
Your weaknesses, he does hide
Whether he is with you or not
He will take your side
He does not desert you in distress
He relieves you from stress
In right direction, one who does lead
He is a true friend indeed
One who divides your stress
And does multiply your happiness
One who cultivates in you virtues's seed
He is for sure a friend indeed
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True Humanity

It will be my top priority
To cultivate in all individuals
A true sense of humanity
And selfless service to community
Everybody will talk to heart
Everybody will learn science and art
For the benefit of country
There will be no fear
Everyone will be friends loving and dear
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Two Crows And A Crane

While in my room
I saw a tree in full bloom
On the very tree
I saw three
Two crows and a crane
I saw this sight
The crane was white
And it was silent
The crows were black
But what they lack
Patience?
And there was no silence
The crows kept crowing
And the crane was chuckling
The crows kept jumping
From branch to branch
And never sat in rest
In her nearby nest
But the crane sat
On the same branch
Without a word to crunch
Here on sitting on bedstead
I understood
Why the colour white
Represent peace
And silence
And why colour black
Represent violence
And revenge
Two crows and a crane
Taught me a lesson
Why they are different?
And what they represent?
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
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Two Little Naughty Nephews

The relations so emotional are few
The poem dedicated to my nephew
Two little nephews
It’s my personal views
Two little kids full of energy
They have a good synergy
Talented, they are, I would say
Always happy, merry making
Very close they stay
Like young calves of mother cow
Remembering the moments now
Computer games I never liked
With them I do play
I feel like child with child
They do sketching and painting
With colours, they keep on tainting
Every piece of paper and wall
Not every now and then, but I do call
Talk on phone, during chatting
Come soon, they keep on insisting
Eager to show their painting
Good children are result of good parenting
They want me to listen
Their rhymes learnt by rote
Uttering like trained parrot
Exiting moments await me
Full of happiness and glee
We eat together
We bathe together
Go for evening walk
For hours, we talk
On little things
Things that give pleasure
Things that we do at leisure
The moments spent with them
So memorable and cherishable
They may forget over time
But how could I, joys of prime
With me, the memories will linger
Like a treasure
Buried beneath the earth
Memories full of pleasure
And undiminishiing mirth

(This was written when I planned to go home after along interval of time after completing bachelor of Planning from School of Planning and Architecture in May 2012.)
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Unforgettable Experience Of Love

I was sleeping on the bed
With uncovered head
In the very morning
Came my darling
Slowly and slowly
To provide bliss heavenly
She came nearer
You see
No! you can't see
She touched my cheeks
Most lovingly
With something softer than silk
As if someone kissing
Slowly and softly
She placed her fingers
In my entangled hairs
Caressing like a mother
Before awaking her son
When shining light of sun
Awaiting at door
And peeping through window
Today and only today
I can surely say
I felt her touch
Her caressing kiss
O my sweet miss
You poured bliss
You may miss
Her heavenly presence
The unforgettable experience
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I want to be happy and gay
But my smiles fade away
When some one say
Unpleasant things about me
With cunning glee
They make me feel
The blood freezing chill
I get very sad
With agony mad
High treasured pearl
Begins to hurl
Down by cheeks
In the form of tears
Which was kept hidden for years
I get overwhelmed by unhappiness
Sometimes more, sometimes less
Anxiety, agony and grief
Writing in brief

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Value Is An Opinion

Value is a term of relativity
Depends on its proximity
To a commercial centre
Park facing areas greener
Nearness to transport and mobility
Depends on residential quality
The use of the land
Its market demand
Location of the plot
Circle rate slot
Availability of services and facilities
Environmental and aesthetic qualities
Social and physical infrastructure
Materials of building and structure
Personal and social attachment
Influence zone and area of catchment
Cost is a fact, value an opinion
Revolving on may gears like pinion
Value can be in term of
Capital and rental return
Architectural and ancestral concern

By: Shashikant Nishant Sharma
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Wait Wait And Long Wait

Wait wait and long wait
It is something that I hate
It is not because
One comes late
But it is the cause
Of worries and tension
That needs no mention
It causes change in schedule
And waste mind's fuel
Never wait, never wait
For someone to come
And one who comes often late
Do yourself and be at home
And never wait for someone
To get your work done
You have everything you own
You have capacities, please hone
You are the master of your fate
For destiny, don't wait
Avoid, wait and long wait
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Waiting For You

Waiting for you
To you a stranger
O dear sweet girls
Precious like pearls
Waiting for you
Out of your view
A college going teenager
Very very eager
For love and loving
A boy fun loving
For you and only you
My heart is beating
I am waiting
See, if you can see
With your heart's eye
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War-War

From very far
You see a war
And you say this
What a good affair war is
It looks more loving
Beautiful and appealing
But when you'll go near
You will find dear
War is ugly, very ugly
Who says it's a fair
It is a brute affair
If you see and scan
You will find
War is a product of brute in man
It is a strong wind
That ignites forest fire
And which engulf entire
Things as its food
Man kills man
What other things war can do
To human
It can only do
A lot of bloodshed
Of fellow being at border
You shot and he is dead
As he is on the opposite side
You count him as your enemy
I shot you and you at me
You see
I instantly died
And you escaped
You retreated
While I marched
You shot me dead
What had I done wrong
Only I was on the other side
Among the many
Of so called enemy
Voice from heaven
Hear man, hear man
What you call glory
By waging wars
By killing men
Destroying assts
Destituting women
History will feel sorry
For you
See
Wagers of wars
What you did
What you gained
All is loss for humanity
At the end
End of the wars
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Way Of Thinking

We always see
See things
Through two lenses
Positive view
Or negative review
Falling leaves
Drying leaves
Flying leaves
All around us
In the season of autumn
A common view everywhere
Here and there
Falling leaves
Can be seen
Seen as the end of happiness
The death of liveliness
Or can be seen
As the dawn of new season
With good valid reason
Time to rejoice
Opportunity of choice
To fall and die
To fall and lie
On the ground
Remain composed
And get decomposed
To become
Manure for new sapling
New life in the spring
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We Love India

We love India
It's our India
India of great men
Once it was a golden hen
But some selfish men
Slaughtered her
To take out all treasure
For worldly pleasure
But now it is in our hand
We have to understand
Whether we make it fertile soil
Or infertile sand
Will depend on us
On this Independence Day
Let's resolve to toil
And endeavor for excellence
To make India great
And mould its fate
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What Is Life

Life is what you think
It changes in a blink
For some, it is an ocean of sorrow
For some, it is shining sun of tomorrow
It is flowing stream of thrill
For some, it is stand still
It is a bundle of hopes and inspiration
For some, it is cause for perspiration
Some enjoy its every moment
Some have nothing to do but lament
Life is a buzzing music concert
For some, it is a path lonely and silent
The you think you life does become
Full of excitement or cool and calm
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What Is Life-2

Life is what you think
It changes in a blink
For some, it is an ocean of sorrow
For some, it is shining sun of tomorrow
It is flowing stream of thrill
For some, it is stand still
It is a bundle of hopes and inspiration
For some, it is cause for perspiration
Some enjoy its every moment
Some have nothing to do but lament
Life is a buzzing music concert
For some, it is a path lonely and silent
The you think you life does become
Full of excitement or cool and calm
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What Is Life-3

Life is what you think
It changes in a blink
For some, it is an ocean of sorrow
For some, it is shining sun of tomorrow
It is flowing stream of thrill
For some, it is stand still
It is a bundle of hopes and inspiration
For some, it is cause for perspiration
Some enjoy its every moment
Some have nothing to do but lament
Life is a buzzing music concert
For some, it is a path lonely and silent
The you think you life does become
Full of excitement or cool and calm
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What Is Maturity?

What is maturity?
The understanding
Between purity and impurity
Development of mental faculty
After doing wrong feeling guilty
Understanding reactions of actions
Of own and others actions
Some attain maturity at young age
Some attain after some stage
A phase of social change
Through ideas exchange
Easy access to information
Increased social interaction
One can attain maturity
With ease and not difficulty
The age bar for maturity
Defined in civil code
For awarding one to be guilty
Sometimes proves to be faulty
One who studies in urban schools
May attain maturity at early age
While one studying in rural schools
One who is uneducated may attain
May attain maturity after a detain
Maturity is not a matter of age
It is a stage of social changing phase
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What Is Maturity? -2

The understanding
Between purity and impurity
Development of mental faculty
After doing wrong feeling guilty
Understanding reactions of actions
Of own and others actions
Some attain maturity at young age
Some attain after some stage
A phase of social change
Through ideas exchange
Easy access to information
Increased social interaction
One can attain maturity
With ease and not difficulty
The age bar for maturity
Defined in civil code
For awarding one to be guilty
Sometimes proves to be faulty
One who studies in urban schools
May attain maturity at early age
While one studying in rural schools
One who is uneducated may attain
May attain maturity after a detain
Maturity is not a matter of age
It is a stage of social changing phase
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Question arises on us and our sovereign social institution
When womanhood dies in the necropolis of prostitution
Swindling activities supported by some men
Time again and again by men insane
All sorts of crime making and breaking economies
Men having mind of sick physiognomies
The structural connotations might go deep
Can't be washed off the stain on the mental map
No matter how profusely you weep
She always feel enfeebled and handicap
The system of justice does great injustice
People come to notice but no real justice
Can be done to reverse the action
Aftermath of heinous action
Mal-functional maligned genetics
Dead in beauty or the aesthetics
That draws in the attention to your beauty
With the best appreciated and secured duty
In the despair nothing to say but gape
Opportunity to condemn has given the name-rape
Rape has been a volatile issue in ethics and moral
Momentary pleasure, mundane and corporal
When the women have the freedom to drink sip after sips
Get boozed down every weekends being betrayed in relationships
Stress in jobs, insecurity, family issues
Pray for once and legacy continues
Get drunk and get enjoyment or screwed
As an unofficial prostitute, she is viewed
No chance of retake, life is not picture-motion
She finds someone who could cater to her emotions
This kind of woman is also threats for any society
Freedom is given to both men and women from government
Right is right but there is responsibility and duty
But everybody has their respective government inside
Whether you expose, get exposed or hide
It's all depend on the your dream and scheme
How strong or weak one is with his/her beliefs and self-esteem
Question arises on us and our sovereign social institution
When womanhood dies in the necropolis of prostitution

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Why I Am Driven Towards You

Why I am driven towards you
What I see that none can see
The wonderful beauty treasure
The unfathomable pleasure
Why none but you
Knock the door of my heart
I feel and I do see
The science of life in art
The emotion that I can't resist
Your unfolding charm does persist
Why I want to explore
The hidden art and texture
Why I want more and more
Love and unquenchable pleasure
I can't wait for you in queue
Why I am driven toward you

=====A Poem by Shashikant Nishant Sharma=====

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Why Not!

Why not!
We call our grandfather
Simply grandpa
We call our grandmother
Simply granny
We call our mother or mummy
Simply mon
We call our father or daddy
Simply dad
Why not we can call
Madam of our school
Simply mad!

Shashikant Nishant Sharma


Why Rape?

You can find many detesting
On one protesting
When men beat women
Nothing has changed for them
Loopholes in the legal and administrative system
Perpetuates the prevailing bad system
Culprit are not punished
Good person who fight for a cause
Behind the bars, they are pushed
Power, position and wealth
Safeguards for erring youth
If you want to bring a change
Fight at all level and age
You may not be able to see the change
But change will come only when you change
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Why Rape? -2

You can find many detesting
On one protesting
When men beat women
Nothing has changed for them
Loopholes in the legal and administrative system
Perpetuates the prevailing bad system
Culprit are not punished
Good person who fight for a cause
Behind the bars, they are pushed
Power, position and wealth
Safeguards for erring youth
If you want to bring a change
Fight at all level and age
You may not be able to see the change
But change will come only when you change
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Winter Season

Winter season has arrived
All that has survived
Is once again at risk
Everyone is in brisk
Attempt to keep hot
At every spot
All creatures are still
Birds is keeping closed its bill
Weather is chill
Ready to kill
With icy hands
In many lands
Always be careful
The weather is cool
Media have already told
Be ready to beat the cold
It is winter season
Protect from cold for a reason
Keep yourself warm
To avoid any harm
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World Environment Day

Be in Nature's tune
On 5th of June
Celebrate Environment Day
Come forward without delay
To put in action what teachers say
Make environment clean
Don't throw here and there
Wastes, garbage and rags
Use earthen pots and paper bags
Say good bye to polythene
To make environment better
Each one plant one more tree
To make Earth greener
And pollution free
Shashikant Nishant Sharma '?????'

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
World Is Wonderful For Successful

The world is wonderful
Only for those who are successful
So have stress
On sure success
Have access to successful man
Search for them do some scan
To ward off stress
And so called depression
From this life-stressful
Have a goal
Do dream
Drive in success stream
Do if you can do the best
Leave the rest
Have a complete plan
And a system to scan
Only then you will be a successful man
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Write With Delight

Don’t wait but act
Write on a subject
Write for you wish to write
Never think what is wrong or right
Write with due delight
Write whenever you wish to write
In the day or in the night
With all your might
Might of the pen
Write one, two, two to ten
Make it your habit
Write bit by bit
The day will come
When you will have some
Some stuff to rewrite
Edit to suit the need
On the publisher plead
With passion you lead
Sow the habit’s seed
The plant of fortune will grow
Today or tomorrow
Write with passion
To suit the modern fashion
Try new genre of writing
Experiment with writing
Evolve your writing style
Write with a smile
For we have to cover
Miles and miles of distance
In journey, take pleasure
Destinations meet by chance

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
You Are The Melody Of Life

I know I am missing you
I can't live without you
You went away miles and miles
I am dying to see your smiles
I am waiting for my phone to ring
Without you how can I sing
Sing the song of love and life
Life is turning into strife
Come and play the sweet tune of life
Sing the melody of the love
Without you the weather is cold
I am keeping the life on hold
I am not bold enough to bear your separation
There's no meaning of appreciation
I am incomplete without you
Without captain, like a crew
I am sailing the boat of life
In the merciless ocean of time

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Your Memories

Your memories slowly creep
In the realm of mind
Sometimes it makes me weep
The hurt heart is left behind
Sometimes your memories make me laugh
The heart touching your act indeed
Sometimes I feel I am half
Your absence does remind
Life is a series of many a actions
Actions of love, passion and kind
Addiction to your love and affection
Sometimes I do find
Imprisoned in love and lust
Enslaved to mundane bind
My of free spirit is about to bust
I want a mind free and enlightened
I do wish to rewind
All episodes of love heightened
Forget all that we enjoyed together
Want to live life alone for ever
Snap all threads that intertwined
And then your memories slowly creep
Awake me from the deep sleep

Shashikant Nishant Sharma 'Sahil'
{ Written on 12 May 2012, thinking about the love that makes me strive for the best and sometimes fetters me into past.}
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{This was poem written to celebrate the birthday of Mahatma Gandhi on 2nd October 2003.}
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
(Autumn Season)

??????? ?? ??? ????? ?? ???
?? ??? ?? ??? ????? ?????
?????? ???? ???? ???
?? ?? ?? ???
????? ?????? ?????? ???
?????? ?? ???
???? ????? ?????
?? ?? ?? ?? ???????
?????? ?? ??? ?? ?????
?? ??? ??? ??? ?? ?????
?????? ?? ????? ?? ?????
????? ?? ?????
???? ??? ????? ?? ???
????? ?? ?????
???? ????? ?? ??
?????? ?????? ???? '?????'
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?? ???? ?? ?????

???? ??? ?????
???? ? ??? ??? ?????
?? ???? ?? ?????
?? ?? ?????
???? ??? ?? ??? ?????
?? ????? ?? ?????
?? ?????-?? ????? ??
?????? ???? ??
??? ?? ??? ??? ?????
?? ???? ?? ?????
???? ?? ?? ??
????? ??? ?? ??
????? ??? ?????
?? ????
?? ?????
?????? ?? ????
?? ???? ???????
??????? ?????? ????? '?????'
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?? ????? ??
?? ??????? ??
??
???? ??? ??
???? ??
?????? ?? ??
???? ????? ??
?? ??
??? ??????? ??
?? ??????? ??
?????? ?? ??? ??
?????? ??????? ??
?????? ??, ????? ??
??????? ??????? ????? '?????'
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
{This was poem written to celebrate the birthday of a little cousin in 2003.}

Shashikant Nishant Sharma '?????'

========©SNS==2 April 2003==@New Delhi======

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
{Written during few initial days at the School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi in year 2008. Inspired and dedicated to a girl (anonymous to avoid trouble/recognition) of my class.}
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? ??? ????? ???? ?? ????? ???

? ??? ?????
???? ?? ????? ???
??? ??? ???
?? ????? ?????
???? ??? ???
?? ??? ??
??? ?? ??
???? ?? ??
????, ??? ?? ?????????
??? ??? ?? ???????
??? ??? ??? ???
??? ?? ????? ??
???? ??? ???
?? ?? ??? ??
?? ???? ?? ???
?? ????? ?? ??????? ?? ???
?????? ?? ??
?? ??????????????? ??
? ???? ?????
???? ?? ????? ???
???? ??? ????? ???
???? ?? ?? ???
???? ????? ?? ?????
?? ?? ?? ??? ?????
???? ??? ?? ???
???? ????? ???
?? ??? ?????-?? ????? ????? ???
??? ?? ????? ?? ??? ????????
???? ??? ?? ?? ????? ?????
?? ???? ?? ??? ??
?? ??? ????? ??????? ?? ????
? ??? ?? ??? ?????
? ??? ?? ?? ????? ??
?? ???? ?? ?????
?? ??? ??? ??????? ??
? ???? ????
???? ?? ????? ??
?????? ????? ??
?? ????? ?? ?? ??
?? ???? ?? ??? ???
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
?? ???? ???? ?? ??????? (Aur kya kiya hai siyasat)

?????? ?? ??? ?? ???? ?? ????

?? ???? ???? ?? ?????

???? ???? ??????? ??????

??? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?????

?? ??????? ?? ?????? ???? ?? ?????

???? ??????? ?? ???? ??, ???? ?? ???????

?? ??? ?? ????? ?????????? ????? ??? ?? ?????

??? ?? ?? ?? ????????, ???? ?? ????

???? ?? ???? ???? ?? ????? ???????

???? ??????? ??????? ??-??????

?????? ?? ??? ?? ???? ?? ??????? ?? ????

?? ???? ???? ?? ?????

-?????? ?????? ????
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?? ????? ??????? ??

?? ?? ??? ???? ???? ??

???? ?????

?? ??? ?? ?????

?????? ?? ????? ??

?????? ?? ??

?????? ?? ????? ??

????? ?? ????? ??

????? ?? ????? ?? ?????

?? ?? ??? ?? ??

????? ?? ???????

?? ??? ?? ?????

???? ? ??? ?? ?????

???? ????????

?? ?? ??? ??

???? ??????? ??

???? ??????? ????? ??

?????? ?? ????

????? ?? ???????

????? ?? ?????

?????? ?? ?????

?????? ?? ?????

?? ????? ?? ??

?????? ?? ???

??????? ?? ???

??????? ?? ?????

?? ????? ?? ???

?????? ??

?????? ?? ?????

?????? ?? ???

????? ?? ?? ?????

?????? ?? ???

?????? ?? ???

?????? ???? ???

???????? ?? ?????

??????? ?? ?????

?? ?? ?????

?? ?????? ?? ??

???? ?? ?? ??? ???

???? ?? ??????? ??

????? ?? ???????

?? ????? ? ???

?????? ?? ?????

?????? ?? ?????

?? ????? ?? ???

?? ??????? ??

????? ?? ???????

??????? ?? ?????

?? ????? ?? ???

?? ????? ? ???

?????? ?? ?????

?????? ?? ??

?????? ?? ??

?????? ??
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???? ?? ????? ????? ????? ????? ?????

???? ?? ????? ?? ????? ?????

???? ?????? ??? ????? ????? ?? ???????

???? ?? ??? ??? ????? ????? ?????

???? ?? ?? ??? ??? ????? ?????

???? ?? ?? ??? ??? ?????? ?? ???????

???? ?? ??????, ???????? ?? ?? ?????

???? ?? ??? ????? ???? ???????????

?? ????? ??????? ?? ???? ??? ?????

???? ??? ??????? ?? ???? ????? ?? ?????

???? ?? ?? ??? ?????? ?? ???????

???? ?? ?? ?? ??? ??? ????? ????????

???? ????? ?? ??? ????? ???? ?? ??? ??

???? ??? ???? ??????? ?? ??? ??

????? ????? ?? ??? ?? ??????, ??? ?? ?????

???? ?? ????? ??????, ?? ??? ??? ?????

?????? ?????? ????? '????'
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
??? ??? ????? ?? ??
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?????? ?? ????!
??????? ??????? ????? '?????'
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???? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???

???? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???

?? ?????, ????? ?? ????? ?? ????

?????, ??? ?? ??????? ?? ???

? ??? ???? ?? ???? ?? ?? ??

????? ?????? ??? ????? ?? ???

????? ?????? ??? ?? ?????? ?? ??

???? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ?????

????, ?????? ?? ???????? ?? ??

???? ??? ?? ?? ?????? ?????

???? ??? ?? ?? ?? ????

????? ??????? ?? ??? ?? ???

???????? ?? ??? ?? ??? ??

????? ?????? ??? ????? ??

???? ????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ??

????? ?????? ??? ???? ?? ??

????, ???, ????? ?? ???????

???? ??? ?? ?? ?? ???

???? ????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ??

????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??

???? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??

???? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ???

???? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??

???? ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??

????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??

?????? ?? ??????? ?? ??? ?????

?? ?????? ??? ???? ?? ??

???? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??

???? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??

????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??

???????? ?? ??????? ?? ??

???? ????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ??

?????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??

??????? ?? ?????? ?? ????

?? ????? ???? ?? ?? ?? ??

?????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??

?????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??

?????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??

?????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??

???????? ?????? ?????? ???

??????? ?????? '?????'
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?? ??? ?? ?????? ???
?? ??? ?? ??????? ???
?? ?? ?? ??? ??
????? ?? ??? ??
?????? ?? ??? ?????? ???
?????? ?? ??? ????
?? ??? ?? ??? ??
???????? ?? ?????? ???
?? ?? ??? ?? ???
???? ?????? ?? ?????
???? ???? ??? ???????? ???
?? ?? ?????? ?? ?????
?? ??? ?????? ?? ?????
???????? ?? ???????
?? ?? ???? ?? ???? ???????? ???
???????? ??????? ?????? '?????'
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????? ??? ?????  ??

????? ??? ?????  ??

????? ?? ?? ???? ??

????? ?? ?? ????? ??

????? ?? ?? ????? ??

?????? ?? ??? ???? ??

????? ?? ?? ?? ??

?????? ?? ??? ??

?????? ?? ???? ??

?????? ?? ???????

?????? ?? ?? ??

?????? ?? ??? ??

?????? ?? ???????

?????? ?? ?? ???

?????? ?? ???????

?????? ?? ???????

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
This was poem was written during the winter season of 2003 when I started writing poetry in full swing.

Shashikant Nishant Sharma '?????'

======©SNS==2 December 2003==@New Delhi======

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
??????? ??? ???? ????? ?? ??? ????? (Story of a Day Dreamer)

?????? ?? ??????? ?? ????
?? ?? ????? ?? ? ??? ?????
??????? ?? ??????? ?? ???
?? ?? ?? ???? ???
????? ????? ?? ??? ??
????? ??????? ?? ??? ??
?? ?? ?? ????? ?? ??
???? ?? ?? ????? ??? ?? ?? ???
??? ??? ??? ?? ?? ?????
??? ????? ??? ???? ?? ??
?? ????? ????? ?? ???? ??
?? ?? ?? ????? ????? ?
????? ???? ?? ????? ????? ??
?? ?? ?? ????? ??
?? ?? ????????? ??
????? ?? ??????? ??
?? ??? ??????? ?
'?????' ?? ????? ??
??? ?? ??? ??? ?? ?? ???
?? ?? ???? ?? ?? ????? ???
??????? ??? ????? ???? ?? ?? ?????
??????? ??????? ????? '?????'
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??????

???? ?? ?? ??????? ??
???? ????? ?????
???? ????? ??? ?????
???? ???? ?? ??? ?? ????
???? ????? ??????? ??
???? ???? ??
?? ????? ?? ???
??? ????? ?? ???
?? ????? ?????
???? ????? ??? ??
??? ????? ??????? ????? ??
???? ?????
??? ???? ?? ?????
?? ???? ????
?? ?? ??? ?? ??
?? ?? ???? ?? ???
???? ???? ??
?? ???? ????
???? ?? ★??
???? ???? ?? ??
???? ???? ?? ??
???? ??????? ?? ?? ??
?????? ??????? ????? '????'
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????? ?????????

??? ??? ?? ???

???? ? ??

?? ??? ?? ????

?? ??????, ?? ????

?????? ????? ?? ??

??? ?? ???????

?? ????? ?? ??

????? ?? ?? ???

??? ?? ???????

??? ??

???? ????? ?? ????? ?? ??

??? ?? ???

?????? ?? ????

?????? ?? ?? ???

???? ????? ?? ???

???? ?? ??

???? ?? ???

???? ?? ??? ??

??? ?? ???

???? ????? ????? ????

???? ????? ?? ???

???? ?? ?? ???

?? ?? ????? ??

?? ????

???? ??? ??

???? ?? ??

???? ?? ?????

???? ?? ?????

???? ?? ??? ?? ???

???? ????? ?? ???

???? ?? ?? ???

???? ?????

???? ????? ????? ?? ???

????? ?????? ?????? '?????'
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?????? ??? ??

??????? ??? ??? ?????????

?????? ??? ?? ???????

?????? ?? ??

?????? ?? ???

?????? ?? ???

?????? ???????

?????? ????????? ???

?????? ???? ??

?????? ?????? ????? '?????'
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?? ???? ???? ??

?? ???? ?? ??

?? ???? ?? ??

?? ???? ?? ?? ?? ??

?? ??????? ?? ????? ??

? ??????? ?? ???? ??

? ???? ??????? ?? ???? ??

???? ?? ??????? ?? ?? ??? ??????? ??

?????, ?????, ????? ?? ??? ?? ??-??

?? ????? ??...

???? ?? ? ??? ??? ??

????? ?? ?? ????? ?? ??? ??

??????? ?? ??????? ???? ?? ???????

?????? ?? ??????? ?? ??? ?????

??? ???? ?? ???? ?? ???

?? ????????? ?? ?? ???? ??

?? ????? ?? ?? ??? ?? ??

?? ????? ?? ??? ?? ???

?? ????? ????...

??????? ??????? ????? '?????'
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
???? ??? "?????'
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
?? ?? ?? ?? ???

?? ?? '?????' ?? ????
?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ?????
?? ??????? ?? ???
?? ?? ?????
????? ?? ???
?? ?? ?? ???
?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ???
?? ?? ?????
??? ?? ?????
??? ?? ?? ??
?? ????? ?? ?
?? ?? ?????
????? ?? ??
????? ?????? ?????

???? ????? ?? ??
???? ?? ?????
????? ?? ??
????? ?? ?
????? ?????
?? ?? ?? ??
????? ?? ?????
??? ?? ?? ???
????? ?? ??
????? ??????? ?? ??
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?? ????? ?? ????? ???? ??
???????? ????? ?? ???? ??
?? ??????? ?? ??? ????? ???
??? ?? ?? ????? ??
???? ?? ?? ????? ??? ??
???? ????? ????? ???
?????? ??? ?? ????? ??
????? ?? ????? ?? ??? ?? ????? ??? ??
?? ???? ???? ??????? ??
???? ?? ??? ????? ??
???? ?????? ????? ?? ????? ??
?? ?? ?? ??? ??? ??
??? ?? ??? ???? ??
???????? ??????? ????? '?????'
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
- ?????? ?????? '?????'
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???????.

????? ??? ?? ???? ???????????...
?? ?? ???? ?? ??????? ???? ???? ??? ??...
???? ? ??? ?? ????? ????? ???? ?? ????? ???...
?? ?? ???? ??? ???? ????? ??? ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? ???? ???...
?????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ??? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ????? ???...
?? ????? ?? ??? ?? ????? ???...
??,
?? ??? ?? ??? ????? ????? ??????...
?? ????? ??? ???...
???? ??? ??? ?? ???...
?? ?? ??????? ???????, ???????...
?? ????? ??? ?? ??...
??,
???? ??? ??? ?? ????? ???...

???????? ??????? ????? '?????'
{}

{School of Planning and Architecture (SPA)
New Delhi}
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
??  ??????? ??  ??????????? ??

?? ?? ??  ????? ?
?? ?? ??  ????? ??
?? ??????? ??  ?????????? ??
?? ??????? ?? ?? ????? ??
?? ??? ??????? ??  ???? ??  ???? ??
?? ??????? ??  ?????
?? ??????? ??  ???? ??
?? ??????? ??  ???? ???????
?? ???? ??  ?????
???? ??  ????? ????
?? ??????? ??  ?????
?? ??????? ??  ?????
???? ??  ????-????
??????? ??????? ????? '?????'
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
{Written after reading (not text) the dreams and aspirations of girls entrapped in Red light areas during the first vacation during my stay at Delhi. Ideas and emotions are theirs so written in active voice}
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??? ???

????

??? ?? ?????? ???

???? ?? ??

???? ??

?? ????? ???

?? ????? ???

??? ?????

?? ?????

???? ?? ??? ???

?? ???-??

???

????

????? ???

??? ??

? ???? ???? ?????

?? ?? ?? ??

????? ???

?? ????? ??

????? ?????

????? ???

??? ?? ??

?? ??

????? ??? ??

?????? ????

???? ?????

?? ??

?????? ??

???? ?????

?????? ???? '????'
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
???? ???????...

???? ???????...

? ???? ???? ????? ?? ???? ??

????? ???-?? ??? ?? ????? ???? ??

??-??? ??????? ?????

??? ????? ????? ?? ?? ??? ??

??? ??? ?? ????? ??

??? ??? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??

??? ??? ?? ?? ?? ? ???

???? ???????...

??? ???? ?? ?? ?? ??

??? ???? ??? ??

????? ?? ?? ????? ??

????? ?? ?????? ??????? ?? ??

?? ???? ?? ??????? ?? ??????? ?? ??

?????????? ?? ??????? ?? ?????? ??????? ??? ??

??? ???????...

??????? ???????

Shashikant Nishant Sharma
I wrote this poem on seeing a girl of my school during 9th standard at Hajipur, Bihar but could not express my unfathomable love to her. The year was 2002 and season was of spring and her charms was unbelievably superb.
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
??? ???, ??? ????

?? ??? ?
?????? ????
??? ???
??? ?? ???
??????? ?????
????? ????
??? ???, ??? ????
?????????? ?????
?????? ???
??
??? ??? ????
??????? ????
??? ??? ????
?????? ???
??? ???
????? ?????
?????? ?? ????
?????????? ???
?????? ??
????? ?? ????
???? ??? ?????
?? ?? ???
?? ???? ?????
?? ??? ?????
???? ?? ???
?? ?? ??? ????? ???
????? ??? ?????
????? ?? ???
?????? ?? ???
?? ?? ??? ??? ?????
?? ?? ????? ??
?????? ?????
??? ??? ???
????? ?????
??? ?? ???
??? ?? ??? ??
???? ????? ??
??????? ?????
?
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
??????? ?? ??? ?????
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शाशिकांत निषांत शर्मा
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
??? ??????? ???
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
???? (Pita) Father

???? ?? ????? ???
???? ?? ?? ?????? ???
?? ?? ?????
???? ????? ???
?? ????? ???
???? ?? ?????? ???
???? ????? ???
???? ?? ?????? ???
???? ??? ??? ????
???? ?? ??? ?????
???? ??? ?? ???
?? ??? ?????
???? ?? ??????
????? ?????-????
???? ?? ???
??? ?? ?? ??
?? ??? ????-????
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?? ?? ?????? ?? ??????

? ??? ??????? ??????-?? ? ?? ????
???? ?? ?????
??? ???? ?????
???? ??????, ???? ??
??-?? ?? ?? ?? 
???? ?? ?? ???
? ??? ???-?? ?? ???
?? ?? ??? ??
??? ?? ?? ???
?? ?? ?? ?? ??
???? ?? ?????
?? ?? ??? ??
???? ????? ?? ?????
?? ?? ?? ?? ?????
???? ???? ???
???? ????? ?? ????
?? ?? ????? ?? ?????
???? ????? ? ?????
???? ?? ????? ?? ?????
?? ?? ????? ?? ?????
?? ?? ????? ?? ?????
?? ?? ????? ?? ?????
???? ?? ?????
?? ?? ??? ??
opravni-????
???? ??????? ?? ?????
???? ?? ?? ??? ??? ? ?? ?????
?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?????
?? ?? ????? ?? ?????
?? ?? ????? ?? ?????
???? ?? ?????
?? ?? ??? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ?????
?????? ??-??????
?? ??? ?????
?? ?? ?? ?????
???? ?? ?? ?? ?????
???? ?? ??? ??, ?? ????
?? ?? ????? ?? ???
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
????? ???????

????? ?? ?? ??
????? ?? ?? ??
????? ?? ??? ???? ??
????? ?? ?? ???
????? ?? ??? ?? ???
????? ?? ??? ??
????? ?? ?? ??
????? ?? ?? ??
????? ?? ??
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
{This was poem was written during the winter season of 2003 when I started writing poetry in full swing before the commencement of the board examination.}

Shashikant Nishant Sharma '?????'

========©SNS==2 December 2003==@New Delhi=====
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
Shashikant Nishant Sharma
?????? ?? ???

?????? ?? ???? ???

???? ?? ??????? ???

??? ???? ??

???? ?? ??? ??

???? ???? ?? ?????

???? ??????? ?? ???????

??? ???? ??

???? ????

???? ?? ???

???? ?? ??? ??

???? ?? ????? ??? ??

??? ????? ?? ?? ?????

???? ?????? ??? ?????

???? ?? ?? ????? ????? ????

???? ?????? ??? ?????

???? ?? ??

???? ????? ??

???? ?? ??? ??

???? ?? ???...
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????? ?? ??????

?????? ?????

????? ?? ????

??? ?? ??-??

?????? ?? ??????? ??

??? ??

?? ??? ??

??? ?? ??-??

???? ?? ?? ??

????? ?? ??? ??

?? ?? ??? ??-???

?????? ?? ??????? ??

????? ?? ??

????? ?? ??? ??

????? ?? ??? ??

?????? ??? ??

?????? ??? ?

??? ?????? ???

????? ??? ??

???? ?? ???? ??

?????? ?? ????? ??

???? ?? ??????? ??

???? ?? ?? ???

????? ?? ????? ??

...
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?? ?? ???????

?? ?? ???????

?? ???? ?? ???

?? ?? ??? ?? ????

?????? ?? ?? ???????

?? ?? ???????

?? ???? ???????

????? ?????? ?? ???

?????? ??????? ?? ???

?????? ??????? ?? ???

?????? ??????? ?? ????

?????? ???????, ???

??? ?? ?????

???? ????? ??? ???? ???????

?? ???? ?????? ??????? ???

?????? ???? ???????

?????? ???? ?? ?????

??? ??????? ?? ???

?? ????????? ?? ????

? ? ? ??????

??? ?? ???????

?????? ??????? ?????? ?????'
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???? ?? ???

???? ?? ????? ?? ??? ??
???? ????? ?? ????? ???
???? ?? ??? ??
???? ?? ??? ?? ?? ???
???? ?? ?? ??
???? ?? ?? ?? ??
???? ?? '?????' ????? ?? ?? ???
????? ???? ?? ???
?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ???
???? ?? ??? ?? ?? ???
???? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??
???? ?? ??? ?? ?? ??
???? ?? ????? ????
???? ??? ?? ??? ?? ?? ???
???? ????? ???? ???? ???
???? ?? ?????? ?? ?? ???
????? ?? ???, ?????
????? ????? ?????
???? ??? ?? ????? ?? ??? ??
?????? ?????? ????? '????'
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
This was poem written while roaming in the streets of Patna, Bihar

Shashikant Nishant Sharma '?????'

©SNS==21 July 2003==@Patna=====
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?? ?? 
???? ?? ?? 
?? ???? ?? 
???? ?? ?? 
???? ?? ???? 
???? ?? ???? ?? 
???? ?? ???? ?? 
???? ?? ???? ?????? 
???? ?? ?????? 
???? ?????? 
???? ???? ???? ??? 
???? ? ?????? 
???? ?? ??? ?? ???? 
???? ??????? 
???? ??????? 
???? ???? ?? 
????????
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Shashikant Nishant Sharma
????? ???, ? ???? ?????

??? ?? ?? ??
???? ??? ?? ??
???? ?????..???? ????? ??
???? ??, ? ???? ?????
????? ???, ? ???? ?????
?? ?? ?? ??, ?? ?? ???????
????? ????? ???? , ?? ??? ?????
???? ?? ??? ??, ??? ???? ????
??? ??....
??????? ?? ??? ?? ??? ????? ???
????? ?? ???? ?? ?? ?????
?????? ??? ?? ??? ?? ????? ?????? ???
? ????? ??? ????? ?? ?? ???
???? ? ??????? ?????? ????
??? ??....
??????? ??????? ????? '?????'
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???? ?????: ??? ?? ????????

????? ???? ??????? ? ?? ?????
??? ???, ?? ??
?? ????? ?? ??
?? ??????? ?????
????? ??
????? ??????? ?? ?????
??????? ?????- ????? ???
??? ??? ??? ??
??? ??? ???
??? ?? ????? ?????
??? ?? ??? ?????
???? ?? ?? ????? ??
???? ????? ?? ??
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{This was poem got published in Hindi daily 'Prabhat Khabar' on 21 November}
2004 written after a repeated incidences of injustices with Bihari in different parts of the country.}
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{This was poem was written during the winter season of 2003 when I started writing poetry in full swing before the commencement of the board examination.}
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रेखा है ये... निखरते हुए दिखा छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है... रेखा है... निखरते हुए दिखाई दी छोटी है...
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{Written during my study of Bachelor of Planning at School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi in 2001...Dedicated to a girl of my class.}
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